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IN FOND MEMORY OF
IIIVISBCI «AL.I^SBT
NOVEMBER 23, 1915 - DECEMBER 3, 1996
Treasurer/Tax Collector
April 9, 1969 - November 11, 1988
All who knew In/ing would agree that he
worked to better the city and took his position
as City Treasurer/Tax Collector very seriously.
The many years he devoted to this community




'CUSTOMER SERVICE ISAN ON-GOING, DAY-IN, DAY-OUT
COMPASSIONATE ACUVZIY."
Leon Gorman,
CEO L.L. Bean, Inc.
This 144th Municipal Government Report for tJte City of Nashua has been
compiled through tlie efforts of your local public officials, to serve as a permanent
record oftlte past year. We hope that you willfind it interesting and inforynative.
Your questions and comments regarding any oftlie information cotttained in
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SEAL OF NASHUA
The seal of the City of Nashua shall consist of a circular disk, upon the outer edge of which
shall be inserted the words "TOWNSHIP OF DUNSTABLE, 1673," and upon the bottom of the
disc the words "CFFY OF NASHUA, 1853." In the foreground shall be an anvil and hammer, a
plough, a bale ofgoods, a regulator and a horn of plenty.
Across the center of the disc shall be represented a bridge and train of railroad cars; in the
background shall be a cotton mill and iron foundry In the upper center shall be two clasped hands.
The whole to be enclosed in a laurel wreath.
INTERPRETATION
Laurel - symbolized victory
The conquest of the wilderness
Dunstable became a plantation in 1 673
Nashua was incorporated as a city in 1853
The clasped hands, symbolize the union of
Nashua and Nashville
The articles in the foreground symbolize the chief occupations and leading industries of
Nashua.








The General Assembly ofMassachusetts granted a Charter to the
township ofDunstable
The Province ofNew Hampshire granted a Charter to the township of
Dunstable (in New Hampshire)
Name ofDunstable changed to Nashua
Nashua divided:
Nashville: North Side ofRiver
Nashua: South Side ofRiver
Town Hall completed
Nashville united with Nashua and received City Charter
Area of City
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1977 November: Main Street Amenities (first phase).
1978 February 7: Record 27 inch snowfall paralyzes city.
1978 February 18; President Carter's visit to Nashua for Town Meeting with area High School students.
President Carter presented Key to the City in box specially made in Santa Rosa with
inscription carved by laser beam.
1978 July: Second phase of Main Street Amenities Program.
1978 August: Statue of Major General John G. Foster relocated.
1978 October 25: 1903 Time Capsule at Foster Square opened for the first time in 75 years, and a new
capsule sealed and placed next to the relocated statue of Major General John Gray Foster.
1978 Nov. 24: Municipal Parking Garage opened to the public.
1979 March 5: Nashua District Courthouse and Municipal Parking Garage dedicated.
1979 May: Mine Falls Park Project recipient of 1979 N.H. Outstanding Civil Engineering
Achievement Award: pedestrian bridge selected by the American Society of Civil
Engineers for an Award of Merit by the American Institute of Steel Construction.
1979 May 18: Police Station and BPW Garage dedicated.
1979 Sept. 30: Amherst Street School Gym dedicated to Tony Marandos.
1980 January 28: Passenger rail service between N.H. and Boston begun.
1980 April 17; Abbott-Spalding House listed in National Register of Historic Places.
1980 North Little League ball field near Amherst Street School named for the late Robert H.
Murray, Sr., former major league baseball star.
1980 August 20: Demolition of Arlington Street School started; demolition completed September 17,1980.
1980 August: Dedicated Xavier House, 34 unit Housing for the Elderly.
1980 October: Nashua Jewish Communit>' marks 20th anniversary of opening of Raymond Street
Temple.
1981 May 3: Dr. Norman Crisp School dedicated (Arlington Street).
198
1
May 22; Arel Manor Dedicated, Housing for Elderly with 1 10 units.
1981 June: Temple Street School and James B. Crowley School closed.
1981 July 30; Laton House celebrates 100th Anniversary.
1981 Indian Head National Bank marks 130th Anniversary.
1981 Main Street United Methodist Church celebrates sesquicentennial Anniversary.
1 98 September: Demolition of Public Works Garage on East HoUis Street begun.
1 982 Nashua Telegraph celebrates its sesquicentennial.
1982 Goodwill Building, comer Main and E. Pearl Streets, renovated; Now known as City
Plaza.
1982 Paper Box Co. Building, comer E. Hollis and Dearbom Streets; renovated for Matthew
Thomton Health Clinic.
f#ltiaMiaoo(MCfiibp»AtMM<ieMt>t>tA^^ usssssiMSSsaasias City of Nashua
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2. Freeman S. Rogers
3. Thomas W. Gillis
4. Albin Beard
5. Aaron W. Sawyer
6. George Bowers
7. Hiram T. Morrill
8. Edward Spalding







14. Seth D. Chandler
15. Frank A. McKean






22. John A. Spalding
23. James H. Tolles
24. Charles H. Burke
25. William H. Beasom
26. Williams Hall
MAYORS OF NASHUA
1853-1854 27. Thomas Sands
1855-1856 28. Joseph W. Howard
1857 29. Jason E. Tolles
1858-1859 30. Milton A. Taylor
1860 31. Jeremiah J. Doyle
1861 32. Andros B, Jones
1862-1863 33. Albert Shedd
1864 34. WiUiam H. Barry
1865 35. James B. Crowley
1 866- 1 867 36. Henri A. Burque
1868 37. Eaton D. Sargent
1869-1870 38. William F. Sullivan
1871 39. Alvin A. Lucier
1 872 40. Frank A. McMaster
1 873- 1 874 41. Eugene A. Lemay
1875 42. Oswald S. Maynard
1876-1877 43.HughOregg
1878 44. Claude E.Nichols
1879-1880 45. Lester H. Bumham
1881-1882 46. Mario J. Vagge
1883-1884 47. Dennis J. Sullivan
1885 48. Donald C. Davidson
1 886- 1 888 49. Maurice L. Arel
1 889- 1 890 50. Thomas J Leonard
1 89 1 - 1 892 51. JamesW Donchess
1893 52. Rob Wagner


































PRESIDENT, BOARD OF ALDERMEN










PRESIDENTS, BOARD OF ALDERMEN
1915-1919 George H. Alley
1920-1921 Fred E. Taggart
1922-1925 Edwin Morey
1 926- 1 927 Wilbert Blanchard
1 928- 1 929 Henry A. Lagasse
1930-1931 Walter E.Grant
1932-1933 Charles H. Parker
1934-1935 Walter E. Grant
1936-1937 Joseph A. Therriault
1938-1939 Eugene H. Lemay
(Elected Mayor 2/14/39)
1939 Joseph E. Houde
(Elected on 2/14/39)
1 940- 1 94
1
Edward R. Benoit
1942-1943 Walter B. Mason
1944-1945 Edward R. Benoit
1 946- 1 947 Lester H. Bumham




















Michael J. Dell Isola
Francis LaFlamme
Wilfred Pelletier
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A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT OF
THE BOARD OF ALDERMEN
The 1996-1997 legislative session continued to address the priorities established by the
Board of Aldermen at the beginning of the term. They included the continuation of downtown
revitalization, economic development, and focus on quality of life issues for our residents.
Downtown continues to thrive as work on the riverfront has begun in earnest. Railroad
Square is in the process of being addressed through clean-ups and a beautification program.
The merchants of Railroad Square have formed an association to continue the effort begun by
the city.
In order to preserve the character of Greeley Park, the Board of Aldermen, after many
discussions, and by surviving a mayoral veto, passed legislation which provides a five year
moratorium of building or renovattons in the park. Requests for exceptions must be submitted
by ordinance and approved by the Board of Aldermen.
After five years of being ranked among the highest capital improvement projects, the
Lake Street Fire Station was approved for replacement. Neighbors of the soon-to-be-relocated
fire station were invited to and participated in the design of the project.
Last November we bid farewell to our beloved Legislahve Assistant, Bertha Landry.
After fifty years of service. Miss Landry retired. Her warm smile and genteel spirit will be long
remembered.
The board has continued its efforts to maintain responsible levels of spending while shll
meeting the needs of our community. With relatively little debate, the board determined it
would not override the spending cap. The budget committee, along with other members of the
board, worked diligently to reduce the budget submitted by the Mayor to meet that goal. The
result was a budget that allowed us to maintain current levels of service, provides for a modest
amount of capital improvements and is within the cap.
The effort of all those who participate in city government are greatly appreciated. The
help of city employees is critical to the success of the city. I would like to extend special thanks
to Sue Lovering, our new Legislative Assistant, who has made the transition seamless. 1 wish
to thank every member of the Board of Aldermen for their commitment and dedication. All too
often public service, be it employee, volunteer or elected official, is a thankless job. My
heartfelt thanks and sincere appreciation to you all.
Sincerely,
Claire M. McGrath, President
Nashua Board of Aldermen
15
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BOARD OF ALDERMEN
1996-1997
First row, left to right:
Alderman-at-Large George B. Pressly, Jr.; Alderman-at-Large Joyce L. Arel, Alderman-at-Large Claire
McGrath, President; Mayor Donald C. Davidson; Alderman-at-Large Katherine E. Hersh, Vice
President; Alderman-at-Large Victor C. DuVamey Jr.
Second row, left to right:
Ward Three Alderman Frederick Britton; Ward Eight Alderman Maureen Lane Lemieux, Ward Two
Alderman Torry Hack; Ware Five Alderman Brian S. McCarthy;
Third row, left to right;
Ward Seven Alderman Thomas Grant; Ward Four Alderman Marc W. Plamondon; Ward Six Alderman
David G. Fredette;
Fourth row, left to right:
Corporation Counsel Mark Bennett; Deputy City Clerk Patricia E. Lucier; Chief Finance Officer Paul
Martel; City Clerk Eleanor Benson.
Not present at time of photograph: Alderman-at-Large Fred Teeboom, Ward One Alderman James
Tollner, Ward Nine Alderman David Rootovich.
16
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BERTHA ANN LANDRY
Legislative Assistant to the Board ofAldermen
(Retired - November 15, 1996)
On June 1 7, 1 946, Bertha began her career in the City Clerk's Office. Her record of
service to the City of Nashua is remarkable, with her tenure being one of the longest terms
of service Nashua has known.
February 2, 1969 Bertha was appointed Deputy City Clerk and transferred to the
position of Legislative Assistant to the Board of Aldermen October 1 , 1984.
June 17, 1986 was proclaimed "BERTHA ANN LANDRY DAY" by Mayor James
Donchess in celebration of her 40th Anniversary.
July 9, 1996, in consideration of 50 years of loyal and dedicated service to the City of
Nashua, as a token of the esteem of the Mayor and Board of Aldermen the legislative office
of the Aldermanic chambers was named "Bertha A. Landry Legislative Offices."
In sharing her limitless knowledge, she earned the respect and admiration of her
peers as well as the many citizens she reached out to help. She is one of the finest
examples of hard work and never ending enthusiasm.
We wish to extend our hearty congratulations and best wishes for a happy and
healthy retirement.
17




Honorable Donald C. Davidson
Elected at the December Mayoral Run-OfF Election
for a Four Year Term Expiring December 3 1 , 1999
PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD OF ALDERMEN
Alderman-at-Large Claire McGrath
Elected by the Board ofAldermen for a
Two Year Term Expiring December 31,1 997
VICE PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD OF ALDERMEN
Alderman-at-Large Katherine E. Hersh
Elected by the Board ofAldermen for a
Two Year Term Expiring December 31, 1997
ALDERMEN-AT-LARGE




Victor C. DuVamey, Jr.
Katherine E. Hersh
George B. Pressly, Jr.
Term Expires December 31, 1997
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BOARD OF ALDERMEN
STANDmG COMMITTEES
nNANCE COMMITTEE ON CLAIMS
ALSO
PURCHASING AGENCY FOR DEPARTMENTAL PURCHASES
His Honor, Mayor Donald C. Davidson
Alderman-at-Largc Victor C, DuVamey, Vice Chairman
Alderman-at-Large Joyce L. Arel
Alderman-at-Large Thomas W. Grant
Ward One Alderman James Tolber
Ward Three Alderman Fred Britton
Ward Nine Alderman David Rootovich
PLANNING & ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Alderman-at-Large Katherine E. Hersh, Chairman
Ward Five Alderman Brian S. McCarthy, Vice Chairman
Alderman-at-Large George B. Pressly, Jr.
Ward Two Alderman Torry Hack
Ward Five Alderman Fred Britton
INFRASTRUCTURE COMMITTEE
Alderman-at-Large Thomas W. Grant
Alderman-at-Large George B. Pressly, Vice Chairman
Ward Four Alderman Marc W. Plamondon
Ward Six Alderman DavidG Fredette
Ward Nine Alderman David Rootovich
BUDGET COMMITTEE
Ward Six Alderman DavidG Fredette, Chairman
Ward Eight Alderman Maureen Lemieax, Vice Chairman
Alderman-at-Large George B. Pressly, Jr.
Ward Two Alderman Torry Hack
Ward Three Alderman Fred Britton
Ward Four Alderman Marc W. Plamondon
Ward Seven Alderman Paul Chasse
PERSONNEL/ADMINISTRATIVE AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
Alderman-at-Large Joyce L. Arel
Ward One Alderman James Tollner, Vice Chairman
Alderman-at-Large Victor C. DuVamey, Jr.
Ward Five Alderman Brian S. McCarthy
Ward Seven Alderman Paul Chasse
19
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HUMAN AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
Ward Eight Alderman Maureen Lemieux, Chairman
Alderman-at-Large Joyce L. Arel, Vice Chairman
Alderman-at-Large Katherine E. Hersh
Ward Four Alderman Marc W. Plamondon
Ward Six Alderman David G. Fredette
JOINT SPECIAL SCHOOL BUILDING COMMITTEE
MEMBERS OF THE BOARD OF
ALDERMEN
MEMBERS OF THE BOARD OF
EDUCATION
Alderman-at-Large Thomas W. Grant
Alderman-at-Large Katherine E, Hersh
Alderman-at-Large Claire McGrath
Ward One Alderman James R. Tollner
Ward Two Alderman Torry Hack
Ward Five Alderman Brian S. McCarthy
Ward Seven Alderman Paul Chasse
Ward Eight Alderman Maureen Lane Lemieux












Ward Eight Alderman Maureen Lemieux
Alderman-at-Large Joyce L. Arel (Alt.)
BPW Pension
Ward Four Alderman Marc W. Plamondon
Ward Six Alderman David G. Fredette (Alt.)
Capital Improvements
Alderman-at-Large George B. Pressly, Jr.








Ward Four Alderman Marc Plamondon
Ward Six Alderman David G. Fredette (Alt)
Planning Board
Ward Two Alderman Torry Hack
Ward Five Alderman Brian McCarthy (Alt)
Cable TV Advisory Board
Ward Two Alderman Torry Hack
20
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ADMINISTRATIVE DIVISION
Chief Administrative Office of the City Mayor Donald C. Davidson
The Mayor's staff shall consist of those individuals as he shall determine necessary to perform the
following functions.






















Legislative Assistant to the Aldermen
Legislative Assistant Susan Lovering
ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES DIVISION
Assessor's Department
Assessing Manager Angelo Marino
City Clerk's (Records and Statistics Department)
City Clerk
Deputy City Clerk
Financial Services (Revenue and Expenditures Department)
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PUBLIC LIBRARY
Director Clarke Davis
Assistant Director Robert Frost
CEMETERIES
Superintendent, Edgewood & Suburban Cemeteries Jeffrey Snow
Superintendent, Woodlawn Cemetery Howard Frizzell
SCHOOL DEPARTMENT
Superintendent Joseph R Giuliano
Assistant Superintendent-Instructional Elaine Holt
Assistant Superintendent-Administrative John Cepaitis




Appointed by the Mayor, subject to confirmation by
the Board ofA Idermen, forfive year terms ending August 31
1997
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BOARD OF EDUCATION
Four members elected at the Municipal Election of 1977 to
maintain the nine member board aspassed by
referendum at the Municipal Election of 1971.
Fouryear terms ending December 31
1997
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BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS RETIREMENT SYSTEM TRUSTEES







Ward Six Alderman David G. Fredette, Liaison Member





Represents Commissioners of the B.P.W.
**Represents Employees of the P.WD






Appointed by the Mayor subject to confirmation by the
Board ofAldermenfor a three year term ending December 21
1997 Katherine K. Fogal





BUILDING CODE/BOARD OF APPEALS
Part ofthe Building Code Ordinance
Original ordinance passedMay 12, 1953, AmendedJune 12 1973
Members appointed by the Mayor, confirmed by the
Board ofAldermen, for three year terms endingMarch 31
1999
Municipal Government Report
CABLE TELEVISION ADVISORY BOARD
Appointed by the Mayor subject to confirmation by the Board ofAldermen
Established by Resohition passedMay 23, 1995
Eight members appointed by the Mayor and one member appointed by the President ofthe Board
andapproved by the Board ofAIdermen
(3 year terms to expireMay 23)
1997 Ward 2 Alderman William "Tony" Hack, Liaison Member
1998 Timothy Glenday, Representing Business Community
1998 Albert A. St.Onge, Representing Residents at-large
1 998 Charles Lothrop, Representing Residents at-large
1998 Robert Frost, Representing Public Library
1998 Sonja M. Finney, Representing Legal Department
1998 Kendra Hastbacka, Representing Police Department
1998 Richard Turgeon, Representing Nashua Fire Rescue







CAPITAL EQUIPMENT RESERVE FUND TRUSTEES
Established by Ordinance passedAugust 12, 1969
Five trustees consisting ofthe Mayor,
President ofthe board ofAldermen, The Finance Officer
and two other members to be appointed by the Mayor
subject to the approval ofthe Board ofAldermen
for twoyear terms etuiing December 31
1999 Honorable Donald C Davidson, Mayor
1997 Alderman-at-Large Claire McGrath, President Board ofAldermen
Indef. Paul A. Martel, Treasurer & Chief Finance Officer
1998 Donald L. Ethier 6 Sioux Avenue
1998 Walter Warren WA Manchester Street
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS PROGRAM
Foi4r citizens appointed by the Nashua City Planning Board
an AIderman cppointed by the President ofthe Board ofA Idermen
The Finance Officer, and the Planning Director
Citizen terms are twoyears
Indef Paul A. Martel, Treasurer and ChiefFinance Officer
Indef Roger L. Houston, Planning Director
1997 Alderman-at-Large George Pressly, Liaison Member
1997 Ward Five Alderman Brian S. McCarthy, Alternate Liaison Member
1997 Charles Budris 2 Shelley Drive
1997 BetteLasky 15 Masefield Road
1998 Laurence C Szetela 74 Northeastern Boulevard
1998 Hollis E. Harrington 62 Farmington Road
27
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CEMETERY TRUSTEES
Elected by the Trustees andBoard ofAldermen
in Joint Convention
forfive year terms endingMarch 31
EDGEWOOD CEMETERY
1999 Mayor Donald C. Davidson, Ex-Oflficio
Indef. Paul A. Martel, Treasurer & ChiefFinance Office
Indef. Jeffi-ey Snow, Superintendent
1998 Philip L.Hall 8
1998 Douglas Barker 5
1999 Rev. James S. Chaloner 1
1999 AlanJeffery 3
2000 Frederick E, Shaw 137
2000 Kenneth Spaulding 7
2001 George B. Law 24
2001 Thomas MafFee 20
2002 Alan M. Barker 15












1999 Mayor Donald C. Davidson, Ex-Officio
Indef. Paul A. Martel, Treasurer &. ChiefFinance Officer
Indef Jeffiey Snow, Superintendent
1998 Richard I. HaU P O. Box 651, Hollis, NH
1999 Jacob E. Crosby 101 Robinson Road
2000 Creighton L. McKinley 15 Cobum Woods
2001 Davis PThurber 25 Swart Terrace
2002 Michael J. Fair 64 New Searles Road
WOODLAWN CEMETERY
1999 Mayor Donald C. Davidson, Ex-Officio
Indef Paul A. Martel, Treasurer & ChiefFinance Officer
Indef Howard Frizzell, Superintendent
1998 David Aponovich 2
1998 Niles F. Jensen, Jr. 57
1999 Charles H. Farwell, Jr.,Sec. 9
1999 David L. Wells, President 236
2000 John Lafazanis 34
2000 Stanley Zis 26
2001 MarvisMellen 10
2001 Herbert W. Snow 4
2002 Lester Gidge 61
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CHILD CARE ADVISORY COMMISSION
Appointed by (he Mayor subject to confirmation by the
Board ofAldermenfor three year terms ending October 13
1997
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ENERGY COMMISSION
Appointed by the Mayor subject to confirmation
by the Board ofAldermenfiyr an ituiefinite term
Mayor Donald C. Davidson, Ex-OflBcio
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fflSTORIC DISTRICT COMMISSION
Appointed by the Mayor subject to confirmation by the
Board ofAldermenfor three year terms ending September 30
1999
City of Nashua
MOSES HUNT LECTURE FUND
1999 Honorable Donald C. Davidson, Mayor, Ex-Officio
1997 Alderman-at-Large Claire McGrath
President, Board of Aldermen, Ex-Officio
1997 George E. Farrington
President, Board ofEducation, Ex-Officio
1994 RuthGaukstem 26 Adelaide Avenue
1995 Arthur Olsson 169 Cobum Woods
HUNT BUn^DING BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Appointed by the Mayor subject to confirmation by the
Board ofAldermenfi)rfive year terms to expire December 31
1999 Mayor Donald C. Davidson, President, Ex-Officio
1997 Nancy Blish 9 Larkspur Court
1998 Betty Gimber 122
1999 Susan Raban 19
1999 Sarah Roche 27
2000 Frank H.MeUen 10
2000 Linda Willett 4
2001 Meri Goyette 63








NASHUA INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY
Appointed by the Mayor subject to confirmation by the
Board ofAldermenfor three year terms ending September 13
1999 Honorable Donald C. Davidson, Mayor, Ex-Officio
1997 Alderman-at-Large Claire McGrath, President, Board of Aldermen, Ex-Officio
Indef Paul A. Martel Treasurer/ChiefFinance Officer, Ex-Officio
1997 Thomas J. McAndrews m 21 Ferry Road
1998 James F. Holland 62
1998 A. Douglas MacLeod 13
1998 Mark D. Prolman 18
1998 Lawrence M. Hersh 28
1996 Edward Bryer 9
1999 Donald Keohan 177
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NASHUA REGIONAL PLANNING COMMISSION
Nashua Representatives nominated by the City Planning Boardand
confirmed by the Board ofAldermenforfouryear terms
1997 Chrmn. Committee on Infrastructure, Alderman-at-Large Thomas Grant
1997 Vice Chrmn. (Alt) Committee on Infrastructure, Alderman-at-Large George Pressly
1997 Chrmn. Planning 8c Economic Dev. Comm., Alderman-at-Large Kaherine Hersh
1997 Vice Chrmn. (Alt) Planning & Economic Dev. Comm. Alderman Brian McCarthy
1998 Frank Bolmarcich, NCPB Rep. 11 Wagon Trail
1999 Chairman NCPB (Alt) Bette Lasky 15 Masefield Road
Indef. Community Development Division Director, Roger Hawk
NASHUA TRANSIT ADVISORY COMMirTEE
Established by Ordinance November 26, J996
Roger Hawk, Director ofCommunity Development Division
Board of Aldermen Member, Alderman-at-Large Thomas W. Grant
1997 Patricia Francis 1 Redwood Circle
1998 Walter Warren iT/i Manchester Street
1999 Richard Coutermarsh 39 Damon Avenue
PERSONNEL ADVISORY BOARD
Appointed by the Mayor subject to confirmation by the
Board ofAldermen for three year terms ending June 30
1997
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PLANNING BOARD
Appointed by the Mayor subject to confirmation by the
Board ofAldermenfor three year terms endingMarch 31
1999
Municipal Government Report
- REVIEW AND COMMENT COMMISSION -
Appointed by the Mayor subject to confirmation by
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R-96-37
APPROVING A COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE
NASHUA BOARD OF POLICE COMMISSIONERS AND
TEAMSTERS LOCAL 633
R-96-40
APPROVING A COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE
NASHUA BOARD OF EDUCATION AND THE
NASHUA ASSOCIATION OF SCHOOL PRINCIPALS
R-96-t4
RELATIVE TO THE TRANSFER OF $4,000 FROM ACCOUNT 591-86005
GENERAL CONTINGENCY TO ACCOUNT 505-81078
NASHUA SENIOR MEALS PROGRAM
R-96-52
NAMING THE LEGISLATIVE OFFICE THE
BERTHA A. LANDRY LEGISLATIVE OFFICE
TTie preceding resolutions were passedJuly 9. 1996
Claire McGrath, President
ApprovedJuly 9. 1997
Donald C. Davidson, Mayor
R-96-26
RELATIVE TO RE-ESTABLISHING THE CITY OF NASHUA
RECYCLING COMMITTEE
R-96-t3
AMENDING THE COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GRANT
TO FUND IMPROVEMENTS TO BELVEDERE PARK
R-96-45
APPROVING A COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE
NASHUA FIRE BOARD OF FIRE COMMISSIONERS AND
INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF FIREFIGHTERS LOCAL 789
R-96-47
RELATIVE TO THE ACCEPTANCE AND APPROPRIATION OF FUNDS
FROM THE NEW HAMPSHIRE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
INTO SPECIAL REVENUE FUND ACCOUNT #342, 6463
"HEALTH CARE TRANSITION FUND"
R-96-48
RELATIVE TO THE ACCEPTANCE AND APPROPRIATION OF FUNDS
FROM THE NEW HAMPSHIRE CHILDREN'S TRUST FUND INTO
SPECIAL REVENUE FUND ACCOUNT #342, 6455
"CHILDREN'S TRUST FUND"
R-96-53
AUTHORIZING CROSSWALK WITH PEDESTRIAN CONTROL SIGNALS
ON SPRING STREET EXTENSION
40
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R-96-68
ACKNOWLEDGING SERVICE OF PAUL C. BELLAVANCE
The preceding resolutions were passed august 13, 1996
Claire McGrath, President
ApprovedAugust 13. 1996
Donald C. Davidson, Mayor
R-96-35
GRANTING AN ABATEMENT OF SEWER FEES FOR
150 BURKE STREET
R-96-42
AUTHORIZING THE SALE OF CERTAIN CITY OWNED LAND
TO INNOVATIVE TELECOM CORPORATION AND THE GOODWILL
R-96-50
RELATIVE TO THE APPROVAL OF AMENDMENTS TO THE 1985 MASTER PLAN
ADOPTED BY THE NASHUA CITY PLANNING BOARD
R-96-51
RELATIVE TO THE APPROVAL OF AMENDMENTS TO THE 1985 MASTER PLAN
ADOPTED BY THE NASHUA CITY PLANNING BOARD
R-96-58
RELATIVE TO THE TRANSFER OF $9,000 FROM THE RETIREMENT
CONTINGENCY ACCOUNT 5%-96571-9991 TO ACCOUNT 572-1 1352 -
BUILDING INSPECTOR I
R-96-59
AUTHORIZING AN AGREEMENT WITH THE NEW HAMPSHIRE HOUSING
AUTHORITY FOR ADMINISTRATION OF RENTAL HOUSING
PRODUCTION ACTIVES USING HOME FUNDS
R-96-67
RELATIVE TO ESTABLISHMENT OF ACCOUNTS FOR THE COLLECTION
OF SIDEWALK CONSTRUCTION FUNDS
The preceding resolutions were passed September 11, 1996
Claire McGrath, President
Approved September 11, 1996
Donald C. Davidson, Mayor
R-96-55
RELATIVE TO THE ACCEPTANCE AND APPROPRIATION OF FUNDS
INTO SPECIAL REVENUE ACCOUNT 33 1-6216
"POLICE SCHOOL PROGRAMS"
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R-96-69
RELATIVE TO THE TRANSFER OF $ 1 50,000 FROM GENERAL FUND
CONTINGENCY #591-86005 INTO SPECIAL REVENUE ACCOUNT #301-6004
R-96-71
RELATIVE TO THE ACCEPTANCE AND APPROPRL\TION OF CERTAIN FUNDS
FROM HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY INTO SPECL\L REVENUE ACCOUNT
342-6456 FOR A PLAY LEARNING/PARENT SUPPORT/HOME VISITOR GROUP
I
R-96-72
RELATIVE TO THE ACCEPTANCE AND APPROPRL\TION OF CERTAIN FUNDS
FROM DARTMOUTH COLLEGE INTO SPECIAL REVENUE ACCOUNT
342-6454 FOR A CHILD DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
The preceding resolutions were passed September 24, 1996
Claire McGrath, President
Approved September 24, 1996
Donald C. Davidson, Mayor
R-96-74
RELATIVE TO THE TRANSFER OF $7,000.00 FROM CONTINGENCY
ACCOUNT 591-86005 TO ACCOUNT 501-1 1370, LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS LDUSON
R-96-77
SUPPORT OF THE WOODLAWN CEMETERY BOARD OF TRUSTEE'S
ENDEAVOR TO FINISH CONSTRUCTION OF A MAUSOLEUM
R-96-78
AUTHORIZING HIS HONOR, THE MAYOR, AND THE CITY TREASURER TO
ISSUE REFUNDING BONDS IN AN AMOUNT NOT TO EXCEED
FIFTEEN MILLION DOLLARS ($15,000,000) FOR THE PURPOSE OF ADVANCE
REFUNDING THE CITY'S GENERAL OBLIGATION BONDS DATED
NOVEMBER 1, 1989 ORIGINALLY ISSUED IN THE PRINCIPAL AMOUNT OF
TEN MILLION DOLLARS ($10,000,000) AND ADVANCE REFUNDING THE
CITY'S GENERAL OBLIGATION BONDS DATED JULY 1, 1991, ORIGINALLY
ISSUED IN THE PRINCIPAL AMOUNT OF TEN MILLION DOLLARS ($10,000,000)
R-96-82
AUTHORIZING THE CONVEYANCE OF DISCONTINUED PORTIONS
OF WEBSTER STREET AND THORNTON AVENUE TO ABUTTERS
The preceding resolutions were passed October 8, 1996
Claire McGrath. President
Approved October 8, 1996
Donald C. Davidson, Mayor
R-96-63
AUTHORIZING LAND ACQUISITION OF EASEMENTS FOR




AUTHORIZING LAND ACQUISITION OF EASEMENTS FOR
GREGG ROAD DRAINAGE IMPROVEMENTS
R-96-76
RELATIVE TO THE PROCEEDS FROM THE SALE OF CITY PROPERTY
TO INNOVATIVE TELECOM AND SPIRO LINATSAS
R-96-79
RELATIVE TO THE ACCEPTANCE OF CONTRIBUTIONS TO BE USED
TOWARDS OFFSETTING THE CITY'S SHARE OF THE DESIGN AND
CONSTRUCTION OF THE REPLACEMENT BRIDGE AND
ADJACENT ROADWAY FOR RIDGE ROAD
R-96-80
RELATIVE TO THE ACCEPTANCE OF CONTRIBUTIONS TO BE USED
TOWARDS OFFSETTING THE CITY'S SHARE OF THE DESIGN AND
CONSTRUCTION OF REPLACEMENT BRIDGES FOR
TINKER ROAD AND THORNTON ROAD
R-96-81
RELATIVE TO THE TRANSFER OF $27,791 FROM ACCOUNT 5%-86532 -
CONTINGENCY, FIRE DEPARTMENT TO ACCOUNT
532-1 13 18 - FIRE PAYROLL
The preceding resolutions were passed October 22, 1996
Claire McGralh, President
Approved October 22, 1997
Donald C. Davidson, Mayor
R-96-85
RELATIVE TO THE TRANSFER OF $23,73 1 .55 FROM
ACCOUNT 5%-86531 TO ACCOUNT 503-1 1027
R-96-«7
EXTENDING CONGRATULATIONS TO THE
NASHUA ELKS CRUSADERS JUNIOR PEEWEES
CHEERLEADING SQUAD
The preceding resolutions were passedNovember 12, 1996
Claire McGrath, President
Approved November 12, 1996
Donald C Da\'idson. Mayor
R-96-88
AUTHORIZING HIS HONOR THE MAYOR TO EXTEND THE
CONTRACT RELATIVE TO THE BROAD STREET PARKWAY
The preceding resolution was passed November 26, 1996
Claire McGrath, President
ApprovedNovember 26, 1996
Donald C. Davidmn. Mayor
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R-96-83
AUTHORIZING HIS HONOR THE MAYOR AND CITY TREASURER
TO ISSUE BOND NOT TO EXCEED THE AMOUNT OF TWO MILLION
SEVEN HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS ($2,700,000) FOR THE
PURCHASE OF PROPERTY AND CONSTRUCTION OF A FIRE STATION
R-96-104
RELATIVE TO THE PURCHASE OF ROLL-OFF CONTAINERS FOR
THE REMOVAL OF MATERIALS FROM 40 BRIDGE STREET, NASHUA
FROM ACCOUNT #632-21 "40 BRIDGE STREET ACCOUNT'
The preceding resolutions were passedDecember 10, 1996
Claire McGrath, President
Approved December 1 0, 1996
Donald C. Davidson, Mayor
R-96-89
RELATIVE TO THE ACCEPTANCE AND APPROPRIATION OF
FUNDS INTO SPECIAL REVENUE ACCOUNT #33 1-6217
"DOMESTIC VIOLENCE GRANT'
R-96-90
RELATIVE TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF SEWER ASSESSMENTS
(Thomas P. & Denis Winterson, 1 17 Searles Road)
R-96-91
AUTHORIZING CROSSWALK WITH PEDESTRL\N CONTROL SIGNALS
ON KESSLER FARM DRIVE AND SOMERSET PARKWAY
R-96-92
AUTHORIZING CROSSWALK WITH PEDESTRL\N CONTROL SIGNALS
ON THORNTON ROAD AND AMHERST STREET
R-96-93
RELATING TO THE REASSIGNMENT OF CERTAIN
PERIMETER ROAD ADDRESS NUMBERS
R-96-96
RELATIVE TO ESTABLISHING THE CITY OF NASHUA
RECYCLING COMMITTEE AS AN ONGOING COMMTTTEE
R-96-102
RELATIVE TO THE ACCEPTANCE AND APPROPRIATION OF
FUNDS INTO SPECL^d. REVENUE ACCOUNT #33 1-62 18
"COPS MORE UNIVERSAL HIRING GRANT'
The preceding resolutions were passed December 23, 1996
Claire McGrath, President
ApprovedDecember 23, 1996
Donald C. Davidson, Mayor
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R-96-100
ENDORSING THE CHARACTER EDUCATION PHILOSOPHY
The preceding resolution was passedJanuary 28, 1997
Claire McGrath, President
ApprovedJanuary 28, 1997
Donald C. Davidson, Mayor
R-96-94
ADOPTING THE WELFARE GUIDELINES EFPECTTVE JANUARY 1, 1997
R-96-97
DISCHARGING A PORTION OF A WELFARE LIEN ON
3-5 MARKAR STREET, NASHUA
R-96-106
MAKING AN ASSESSMENT TO DEFRAY THE COST OF
CONSTRUCTION OF THE WHITE PLAINS DRIVE SEWER EXTENSION
R-97-107
RELATIVE TO THE ACCEPTANCE OF $70,099.00 IN LAW ENFORCEMENT
BLOCK GRANT FROM THE BUREAU OF JUSTICE ADMINISTRATION
FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT PURPOSES
R-97-109
RELATIVE TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF SEWER ASSESSMENTS
(Dai>'l W. Frejza, 49 Amherst Street)
R-97-114
RELATIVE TO THE TRANSFER OF $8,184 FROM ACCOUNT 5%-865I2
RETIREMENT CONTINGENCY TO 5 1 2- 1 1 1 5
1
SR MOTOR VEHICLE CLERK
R-97-116
RELATIVE TO THE TRANSFER OF FUNDS INTO SPECIAL REVENUE
ACCOUNT #301-6003 "HUNT BUILDING MAINTENANCE AND UTILITIES FUND"
R-97-117
RELATIVE TO THE TRANSFER OF #32,550 FROM ACCOUNT 596-86532 -
CONTINGENCY RETIREMENTS, FIRE DEPARTMENT TO
ACCOUNT 532-1 1285 - FIRE PAYROLL
The preceding resolutions were passed February 11, 1997
Claire McGrath, President
Approved February 11, 1997
Donald C. Davidson, Mayor
R-96-73
DESIGNATING THE SITE OF THE DOWNTOWN
INTERMODAL TRANSIT STATION
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R-97-108
RELATIVE TO THE PURCHASE OF PROPERTY AND IMPROVEMENTS
THEREON LOCATED AT 177 LAKE STREET
R-97-110
RELATIVE TO THE PURCHASE OF BUILDINGS AND IMPROVEMENTS
THEREON LOCATED AT 2 LAKE AVENUE AND LINWOOD STREET
R-97-115
RELATIVE TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF SEWER ASSESSMENTS
(Martin H. & Joan V. Shalek, 24 Elgin Street)
R-97-120
RELATIVE TO THE ACCEPTANCE AND APPROPRL^TION OF FUNDS
INTO SPECIAL REVENUE ACCOUNT #33 1-6219
"HIGHWAY SAFETY GRANT'
R-97-122
RELATIVE TO THE TRANSFER OF $39,752.00 FROM ACCOUNT 5%-8653 1 -
CONTINGENCY RETIREMENTS - POLICE DEPARTMENT
The preceding resolutions were passed February 25. 1997
Claire McGrath, President
Approved February 26, J997
Donald C. Davidson, Mayor
R-96-101
PROVIDING FOR THE ADOPTION OF THE OPTIONAL DISABILITY
VETERANS' TAX CREDIT FOR SERVICE-CONNECTED TOTAL DISABILITY
R-97-118
AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR AND CITY TREASURER TO APPLY TO THE
NEW HAMPSHIRE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES (NHDES)
FOR A LOAN FROM ITS REVOLVING LOAN FUND FOR EXPENSES RELATED
TO THE CLOSURE AND EXPANSION OF THE FOUR HILLS LANDFILL
R-97-119
AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR AND CITY TREASURER TO APPLY TO THE
NEW HAMPSHIRE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES (NHDES)
FOR A LOAN OF $8,800,000 FROM ITS REVOLVING LOAN FUND
FOR EXPENSES RELATED TO THE CLOSURE AND
EXPANSION OF THE FOUR HILLS LANDFILL
R-97-123
RELATIVE TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF SEWER ASSESSMENTS
(Robert A, Guidaboni, Jr. & Simone Renee Martel, 30 Elgin Street)
R-97-124
AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR TO ENTER INTO AN AGREEMENT WITH THE
TOWN OF MERRIMACK, NEW HAMPSHIRE AND
PENNONI ASSOCL\TES, INC. FOR ENGINEERING SERVICES FOR
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R-97-135
AUTHORIZING THE CONVEYANCE OF DISCONTINUED PORTIONS
OF LAUREL STREET TO ABUTTERS
R-97-136
AUTHORIZING THE CONVEYANCE OF DISCONTINUED PORTIONS
OF EATON PLACE TO ABUTTERS
The preceding resolutions were passedMarch U, 1997
Claire McGrath, President
ApprovedMarch 14. 1997
Donald C. Davidson, Mayor
R-97-125
AMENDING THE COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GRANT TO
FUND RENOVATIONS AT THE ADULT LEARNING CENTER
R-97-126
AMENDING THE COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GRANT TO FUND
IMPROVEMENTS TO THE ARTILLERY BALLFIELD, NORTH COMMON
R-97-127
RELATIVE TO THE ACCEPTANCE AND APPROPRL\TION OF FUNDS OBTAINED
FROM VARIOUS SOURCES INTO SPECL\L REVENUE ACCOUNT #342-6465
R-97-137
APPROVING A SUBORDINATION AGREEMENT OF THE CITY OF NASHUA'S
MORTGAGE POSITION ON CLOCKTOWER PLACE PHASE U
The preceding resolutions were passedMarch 25, 1997
Claire McGrath, President
ApprovedMarch 25, 1997
Donald C Davidson, Mayor
R-97-121
AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR TO ACCEPT VACANT LAND
LOCATED OFF OF ALAN STREET
R-97-129
AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR TO ACCEPT PROPERTY DESCRIBED AS
68-70 TOLLES STREET, AND CONVEY PROPERTY
DESCRIBED AS 51 WHITNEY STREET
R-97-130
RELATIVE TO THE NAMING OF TWO CITY ENTRANCES INTO
HOLMAN STADIUM IN RECOGNITION OF THE 50th ANNIVERSARY
OF THE NASHUA DODGERS BASEBALL TEAM'S CELEBRATED PLAYERS
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R-97-138
AUTHORIZING THE BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS TO NEGOTIATE AND THE
MAYOR TO ENTER INTO AND EXECUTE CONTRACTS FOR THE REPAIR
OF SEWERS AND STREET PAVING RELATED TO THE SAME ON CHESTNUT STREET,
VINE STREET, CHANDLER STREET, LINDEN STREET, PAIGE AVENUE,
MORGAN STREET, SHATTUCK STREET, TOLLES STREET, CROSS STREET,
SUMMER STREET, GRANITE STREET, LATON STREET, NORTON STREET,
CONCORD STREET, RAILROAD SQUARE, ORANGE STREET, AND LOWELL STREET
R-97-139
AUTHORIZING THE BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS TO NEGOTL\TE AND THE
MAYOR TO EXECUTE A CONTRACT FOR THE RECLAIMING AND PAVING
OF BROAD STREET AND CONSTRUCTION OF A NEW SIDEWALK ON
BROAD STREET BETWEEN HYANNIS AND COBURN AVENUE
The preceding resolutions were passedApril 8, 1997
Claire McGrath, President
ApprovedApril 8. 1997
Donald C. Davidson, Mayor
R-97-141
RELATIVE TO THE ACCEPTANCE AND APPROPRIATION OF CERTAIN
FUNDS FROM THE BUREAU OF MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH SERVICES
INCLUDING DENTAL AND IMMUNIZATION PROGRAMS INTO
SPECL\L REVENUE ACCOUNT #342-6466 FOR
CHILD HEALTH PROGRAM SERVICES
R-97-140
RELATIVE TO THE ACCEPTANCE AND APPROPRIATION OF CERTAIN
FUNDS FROM THE BUREAU OF DISEASE INTO SPECIAL
REVENUE ACCOUNTS #342-6467, 6468, 6469, 6470, 6471 AND 6472
FOR DISEASE CONTROL PROGRAM SERVICES





RELATIVE TO THE ACCEPTANCE AND APPROPRIATION OF
FUNDS INTO SPECL\L REVENUE ACCOUNT #375
R-97-143
AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR TO APPLY FOR THE
ANNUAL COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GRANT
R-97-144
RELATIVE TO THE TRANSFER OF $10,050 FROM ACCOUNT 5%-8653
1
RETIREMENT CONTINGENCY - POLICE DEPARTMENT TO




RELATIVE TO THE PURCHASE OF A PORTION OF PROPERTY
LOCATED AT 2 19 LAKE STREET
R-97-150
RELATIVE TO THE PURCHASE OF PROPERTY AND IMPROVEMENTS
THEREON LOCATED AT 175 LAKE STREET
The preceding resolutions were passedMay 13, 1997
Claire McGralh, President
ApprovedMay 13, 1997
Donald C. Davidson, Mayor
R-97-133
APPROVING THE COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGREEMENT BETWEEN
THE CITY OF NASHUA AND THE U.AW. LOCAL 2232 PROFESSIONAL UNIT
R-97-134
APPROVING THE COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGREEMENT BETWEEN
THE CITY OF NASHUA AND THE U.A.W. LOCAL 2232
CLERICAL AND TECHNICAL UNIT
R-97-145
AUTHORIZING HIS HONOR THE MAYOR AND CITY TREASURER TO
ISSUE BONDS NOT TO EXCEED THE AMOUNT OF
TWO HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS ($200,000) FOR THE
ARCHITECTURAL AND ENGINEERING PHASE OF THE NEW
ADDITIONS AND RENOVATIONS TO AMHERST STREET SCHOOL
R-97-146
RELATIVE TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF SEWER ASSESSMENTS
(Steven V. & Maiy Ann Carignan, 19 Whitford Road)
R-97-147
AUTHORIZING THE FILING OF APPLICATION WITH THE DEPARTMENT
OF TRANSPORTATION. UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, FOR A GRANT
UNDER THE URBAN MASS TRANSPORTATION ACT OF 1964. AS AMENDED
The preceding resolutions were passedMay 27, 1997
Claire McGrath, President
ApprovedMay 27. 1997
Donald C. Davidson, Mayor
R-97-160
RELATIVE TO THE TRANSFER OF $5,000 FROM ACCOUNT 591-86005 -
CONTINGENCY GENERAL TO ACCOUNT 519-59100 - ASSESSORS OFHCE,
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES. AND AUTHORIZING THE EXPENDITURE OF THE
SAME FUNDS FOR THE PURPOSE OF OBTAINING A PROFESSIONAL
APPRAISAL OF A CERTAIN PARCEL OF LAND
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The preceding resolution was passedMay 27, 1997
Claire McGrath, President
Took effect seven days afterpassage without Mayor 's Signature
June i, 7997
Reconsidered, amended & passedJune 10, 1997
R-97-152
AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR TO ENTER INTO AN AGREEMENT WITH
THE HUMANE SOCIETY OF NEW ENGLAND TO PROVIDE
ANIMAL CARE SERVICES IN THE CITY OF NASHUA FOR THREE YEARS
R-97-15S
APPROVAL OF APPOINTMENT OF THE DEPUTY TAX COLLECTOR
AND RATinCATION OF ACTIONS OF THE SAME
R-97-156
AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR TO EXECUTE AN ELECTRIC BICYCLE
TRANSFER AND INDEMNITY AGREEMENT BETWEEN NORTHEAST
UTILITY SERVICE COMPANY AND THE CITY OF NASHUA




EXTENDING CONGRATULATIONS AND THANKS TO GEORGE NOUCAS
FOR HIS OUTSTANDING SERVICE AS COACH OF THE
NASHUA HIGH SCHOOL BOYS BASKETBALL TEAM





APPROVING A COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE
NASHUA BOARD OF POLICE COMMISSIONERS AND TEAMSTERS LOCAL
633, COVERING CERTAIN CIVILIAN EMPLOYEES
R-97-132
APPROVING A COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE
BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE NASHUA PUBLIC LIBRARY AND THE
NASHUA PUBLIC LIBRARY EMPLOYEES LOCAL #483 1, AFT, FPE. AFL-CIO
R-97-153
CLARIFYING THE PURPOSE OF THE SCHOOL ATHLETIC ENTERPRISE FUND
R-97-1S7
RELATIVE TO THE ADOPTION OF HSCAL YEAR '98 PROPOSED




RELATIVE TO THE CONVEYANCE OF LOT 374 ON SHEET G
TO PETER PROKO
R-97-164
RELATIVE TO ALLOWING THE USE OF A PORTION OF THE
FUNDS IN ESCROW ACCOUNT #590-23572
R-97-165
APPROVING THE COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE
NASHUA POLICE COMNDSSION AND THE INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD
OF POLICE OFHCERS, LOCAL 464
R-97-166
RELATIVE TO THE TRANSFER OF $58,518 FROM ACCOUNT 591-86005-9991
CONTINGENCY TO VARIOUS DEPARTMENT PAYROLL ACCOUNTS
R-97-167
RELATIVE TO APPROPRIATION OF $10,000 OUT OF CONTINGENCY
FUND TO NASHUA SYMPHONY ASSOCIATION
R-97-176
RELATIVE TO THE CREATION OF AN EXPENDABLE TRUST TO
PROVIDE FUNDS FOR LOCAL MATCHING FUNDS
ne preceding resolutions were passedJune 24, 1997
Claire McGrath, President
ApprovedJune 24, 1997
Donald C. Davidson, Mayor
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CITY OF NASHUA POLLING AREAS
Wardl BROAD STREET ELEMENTARY SCHOOL (Gym)
390 BROAD STREET
Ward 2 CHARLOTTE AVENUE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL (Gym)
48 CHARLOTTE AVENUE
Ward 3 AMHERST STREET ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
71 AMHERST STREET
Ward 4 LEDGE STREET ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
139 LEDGE STREET
Wards MAIN DUNSTABLE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
20 WHITFORD ROAD
Ward 6 FAIRGROUNDS JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
27 CLEVELAND STREET
Ward 7 DR. NORMAN CRISP ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
50 ARLINGTON STREET
Wards BICENTENNIAL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
296 EAST DUNSTABLE ROAD
Ward 9 NEW SEARLES ROAD ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
39 SHADY LANE
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\fiss Bourgoin served as acting City Clerk in April, 1904, due to the illness ofGeorgeR
Bowler,former Deputy Sheriffand three term City QerL While Mr. Bmvler was convalescing at
home the very capable Miss Bourgoin, who had been the City Stenographer, was on duty in his
place at City Hall Possessing intellectual ability, a warm personality, and stunning beauty
frequently called "the Gibson girl" she was a striking city official In spite ofall her qualities,
she never served an official term, and was succeeded by a man.
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MRS. CORA R WHEELER
Matron of City Farm
The City Farm ^n Taylor Road was Nashua 'spoorhouse until 1908 when it was closed as
an outdated institution. Prisoners who had been convicted ofminor offenses were also kept there.
A husband and wife team managed thefarm and house and inmates did the chores; able-bodied
males worked on the town roads.
The matron ofthe City Farm was the only woman listed in city reports as a member ofthe
municipal government A Department ofLabor monograph on Poor Farms in the United States
pointed out that: "the matron ofa small almshouse is a public official by marriage Socially her
responsibility is greater (than her husband), for she has the direct care ofthe inmates and the
management and direction ofthe household
"
Theproperty was bought in 1915 by the Nashua Development Corporation which turned the
formerfields andpastures on the 160-acre tract into an eighteen-hole golfcourse The city received
ten thousand dollars in the sale In August 1916, the Nashua Country Club wasformally opened
with theformerpoorhouse remodeled into a clubhouse
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Professional Association/Accountants & Auditors
193 North Main Street Concord » New Hampshire « 03301-5063 « 603-225-6996 « FAX-224-n8n
INDEPENDENT A UDITOR 'S REPORT
To the Honorable Mayor
and Board of Aldermen
City of Nashua
Nashua, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying general-purpose financial statements of the City of Nashua as of and
for the year ended June 30, 1997. These general-purpose financial statements are the responsibility of
the City's management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these general-purpose financial
statements based on our audit. We did not audit the financial statements of the Nashua Airport
Authority, which represents 100% of the assets and revenues of the component unit columns. These
financial statements of the Nashua Airport Authority were audited by other auditors whose reports have
been furnished to us, and our opinion on the general-purpose financial statements, insofar as it relates
to the amounts included for the Nashua Airport Authority is based on the reports of the other auditors.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and the standards
applicable to financial audits contained in Government Auditing Standards issued by the Comptroller
General of the United States. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain
reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit
includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial
statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates
made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe
that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
The general purpose financial statements referred to above do not include the general fixed assets
account group which should be included in order to conform with generally accepted accounting
principles. As is the case with most municipal entities in the State of New Hampshire, the City of
Nashua has not maintained historical cost records of its fixed assets. The amount that should be
recorded in the general fixed assets account group is not known.
In our opinion, except for the effect on the financial statements of the omission described in the
preceding paragraph, the general purpose financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all
material respects, the financial position of the City of Nashua, as of June 30, 1997, and the results of
its operations and the cash flows of its proprietary fund types and nonexpendable trust funds for the year
then ended in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.
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Independent Auditor's Report
In accordance with Government Auditing Standards, we have also issued our report dated October 24,
1997 on our consideration of the City of Nashua's internal control over financial reporting and our tests
of its compliance with certain provisions of laws, regulations, contracts and grants.
Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general purpose financial statements
of the City of Nashua taken as a whole. The combining and individual fund financial statements listed
as schedules in the table of contents are presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not a
required part of the general purpose financial statements of the City of Nashua. The accompanying
Single Audit related schedules are presented for purposes of additional analysis as required by U.S.
Office of Management and Budget Circular A-133, Audits of States, Local Governments, and Non-Prqfit
Organizations, and are not a required part of the general purpose financial statements. All Such
information has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the general purpose
financial statements and, in our opinion, is fairly presented in all material respects in relation to the
general purpose financial statements taken as a whole.





CITY OF NASHUA. NEW HAMPSHIRE
Combined Balance Sheet - All Fund Types, Account Group,
and Discreetly Presented Component Unit
June 30, 1997
Governmental Fund Types

















Fixed Assets (net, where applicable,
of accumulated depreciation)
Tax Deeded Property Subject to Resale
General




CITY OF NASHUA. NEW HAMPSHIRE
Combined Balance Sheet - All Fund Types, Account Group,
and Discreetly Presented Component Unit
June 30. 1997
Governmental Fund Types









Escrow and Performance Deposits




Bond Anticipation Notes Payable
State Loan Funds Payable
Deferred Compensation Benefits Payable
General Obligation Debt Payable - Current
General Obligation Debt Payable
Accrued Landfill Closure Costs
Capital Leases Payable
Total Liabilities







Reserved for Prepaid Expenses
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EXHIBIT B
CITY OF NASHUA, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Combined Statement ofRevemtes, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
All Governmental Fund Types, Expendable Trust Funds, and
Discreetly Presented Component Unit
For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1997
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EXHIBIT C
CITY OF NASHUA. NEW HAMPSHIRE
Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balance
Budget and Actual (Budgetary Basis)
General Fund









CITY OF NASHUA. NEW HAMPSHIRE
Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenses
and Changes in Retained Earnings/Fund Balances
All Proprietary Fund Types and Similar Trust Funds
For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1997
Municipal Government Report MMMMMHIIMMIMt
EXHIBIT E
CITY OF NASHUA. NEW HAMPSHIRE
Combined Statement of Cash Flows
All Proprietary Fund Types and Similar Trust Funds
For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1997
Cash Flows From Operating Activities
Cash Received From Customers and Users
Cash Payments to Suppliers
Cash Payments to Employees
Cash Payments for Benefits and Other
Other Operating Revenues
Interest and Dividends Received
New Funds Received
Trust Income Distributions
Operating Transfers Out - To Other Funds
Net Cash Provided (Used) bv Operating Activities
Cash Flows From
Noncapital Financing Activities :
Subsidy from General Fund
Cash Flows From Capita! and
Related Financing Activities
Proceeds from General Obligation Bonds
Proceeds from Issuance of Short Term Debt
Repayment of Short Term Debt
State Revolving Fund Loan Reimbursement
Principal Payments - Bonds
Interest Paid
Purchase of Fixed Assets
Construction (including Capitalized Interest Costs)
Contributed Capital
Net Cash Provided (Used) for
Capital and Related Financing Activities
Cash Flows From Investing Activities
Purchase of Investment Securities
Proceeds From Sale and
Maturities of Investment Securities
Interest Received
Net Cash Provided (Used) in Investing Activities
Net Increase (Decrease) in Cash
Cash - Julv 1




CITY OF NASHUA. NEW HAMPSHIRE
Combined Statement of Cash Flows
All Proprietary Fund Types and Similar Trust Funds
For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1997
Proprietary
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CITY OF NASHUA. NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
JUNE 30, 1997
NOTE I - SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
A. Financial Reporting Entity
The City of Nashua, New Hampshire, incorporated in 1853, is a municipal corporation governed
by an elected Board of Aldermen and Mayor. As required by generally accepted accounting
principles, these financial statements are for the City of Nashua, and its component unit.
Component units are organizations for which the primary government is financially accountable or
for which the namre and significance of their relationship with the primary government are such
that exclusion would cause the reporting entity's financial statements to be misleading or
incomplete.
The Nashua Airport Authority is the component unit of the City. The component unit is included
in the City's reporting entity because of the significance of its operational and financial relationships
with the City. It is discretely presented in a separate column in the combined financial statements
to emphasize that it is legally separate from the City. The component unit operates on the same
fiscal year as the City and is reported in the financial statements as of and for the year ended
June 30, 1997.
The Nashua Airport Authority was incorporated by legislative act on August 27, 1961, and meets
the criteria for being a component unit of the City because the City is responsible for selecting its
Board of Directors, the Airport Authority's employees are included in the City's retirement system,
the City issues debt on behalf of the Airport Authority, and the City is responsible for the budgetary
appropriations of the Airport Authority. All debt of the Airport Authority is backed by the full
faith and credit of the City. Complete financial statements for the Nashua Airport Authority can
be obtained directly from the Board of Directors of the same.
The Nashua Housing Authority is not included in these financial statements because City officials
have concluded that it is not part of the reporting entity after careful consideration of the criteria
for component units. These criteria include whether the City is financially accountable for the
entity, and whether the exclusion of the entity would render the City's financial statements
misleading or incomplete.
B. Basis of Presentation - Fund Accounting
The accounts of the City of Nashua are organized on the basis of hands and account groups, each
of which is considered a separate accounting entity. The operations of each fund are accounted for
with a separate set of self-balancing accounts that comprise its assets, liabilities, fund equity,
revenues, and expenditures/expenses, as appropriate. Governmental resources are allocated to and
accounted for in individual funds based upon the purposes for which they are to be spent and the
means by which spending activities are controlled. The various funds are grouped by type in the
financial statements. The following fund types and account groups are used by the City of Nashua:
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Governmental Fund Types
General Fund - The General Fund is the general operating fund of the City. All general lax
revenues and other receipts that are not allocated by law or contractual agreement to another fund
are accounted for in this fund. From the fund are paid the general operating expendimres, the fixed
charges, and the capital improvement costs that are not paid through other funds.
Special Revenue Funds - Special Revenue Funds are used to account for the proceeds of specific
revenue sources (other than expendable trust or major capital projects) requiring separate
accounting because of legal or regulatory provisions or administrative action. The following funds
are included in this fund type:
School Department Food Service City Grants
School Department - Federal Grants Other City
Other School Department Educational Facilities Impact Fee
Capital Projects Funds - Transactions related to resources obtained and used for the acquisition,
construction, or improvement of capital facilities not included in Proprietary Funds are accounted
for in Capital Projects Funds. The various funds included in this fund type are detailed in
Schedule C-2.
Proprietary Fund Types
These funds are established to account for operations that are financed and operated in a manner
similar to private business enterprises, where the intent is that costs of providing goods or services
to the general public on a continuing basis be financed or recovered primarily through user charges.
The City applies all GASB pronouncements as well as the Financial Accounting Standards Board
pronouncements issued on or before November 30, 1989, unless those pronouncements conflict
with or contradict GASB pronouncements, to its Proprietary Funds. The Solid Waste Disposal and
Wastewater Treatment Funds are included in this fund type.
Fiduciary Fund Types
Fiduciary Fund Types - These funds account for assets held by the City as a trustee or agent for
individuals, private organizations, and other units of governments.
The following funds are included in this fund type:
Public Works Pension Trust Fund - The Board of Public Works Pension Fund is used to account
for the assets of the retirement plan available for payment of retirement benefits and administrative
expenses of the plan.
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Nonexpendable Trust Funds - Nonexpendable Trust Funds are those funds for which the principal
may not be expended and are accounted for essentially in the same manner as proprietary fund
types.
Expendable Trust Funds - Expendable Trust Funds are those for which both principal and
earnings may be expended. The Capital Reserve and Self-Insurance Funds are included in this
category and are accounted for in the same manner as governmental funds.
Agency Funds - Agency Funds are used to account for funds held as an agent for individuals.
These funds include the Board of Public Works Escrow Accounts, the Deferred Compensation Plan
Fund, and the Student Activity Funds.
Account Groups
Account groups are not "funds." They are concerned only with the measurement of financial
position. They are not involved with measurement of results of operations. The City uses the
following account groups:
General Fixed Assets Account Group - General fixed assets have been acquired for general
governmental purposes and have been recorded as expenditures in the fund making the expendimre.
These expenditures are required to be capitalized at historical cost in a General Fixed Asset Account
Group for accountability purposes. In accordance with the practices followed by most other
municipal entities in the State, the City does not maintain such a record of its general fixed assets
and, accordingly, a statement of general fixed assets, required by generally accepted accounting
principles, is not included in this financial report.
General Long-Term Debt Account Group - This account group is established to account for all
long-term debt of the City except that which is accounted for in the proprietary funds.
Component Unit
The component unit's primary functions are accounted for as governmental fund types; therefore
the modified accrual basis of accounting is used. Under this method, revenues are recorded when
susceptible to accrual and expenditures are recorded when the liability is incurred, if measurable.
C. Measurement Focus/Basis of Accounting
Governmental, Expendable Trust and Agency Funds use the modified accrual basis of accounting.
Under this method, revenues are recognized in the accounting period in which they become both
available and measurable (flow of current financial resources measurement focus). Licenses and
permits, fines and forfeits, and miscellaneous revenues are recorded as revenues when received in
cash. General taxes, intergovernmental revenues, charges for services, and investment earnings
are recorded when earned (when they are measurable and available). Expenditures are recognized
in the accounting period in which the fund liability is incurred, if measurable, except expenditures
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All Proprietary, Nonexpendable Trust and Pension Trust Funds are accounted for using the accrual
basis of accounting. Their revenues are recognized when they are earned, and their expenses are
recognized when they are incurred (flow of economic resources measurement focus).
D. Budgetary Accounting
General Budget Policies
General governmental revenues and expenditures accounted for in budgetary funds are controlled
by a formal integrated budgetary accounting system in accordance with various legal requirements
which govern the City's operations. The Board of Aldermen adopts an annual operating budget,
which can be amended by the Board throughout the year for the General Fund and Enterprise
Funds. Project-length financial plans are adopted for all Capital Projects Funds. The budget as
presented represents adjusted departmental appropriations as voted by the Board of Aldermen. The
Board may make supplemental appropriations from fund balance or transfer funds between
departments by issuing resolutions.
The Financial Ser/ices Department may transfer appropriations between operating categories within
departmental budgets at the request of department heads, but expenditures may not legally exceed
budgeted appropriations in total. All annual appropriations lapse at year-end unless encumbered.
State statutes require balanced budgets, but provide for the use of beginning unreserved fund
balance to achieve that end. In the fiscal year 1996-97, $1,500,000 of the beginning General Fund
fiind balance was applied for this purpose.
Budget Control Charter Amendment
An amendment to the City's charter limits increases in departmental budgets to a factor equal to the
average of the changes in the Consumer Price Index of the three preceding calendar years.
Specified categories of expenditures are exempt from the limitations upon approval of the Board
of Aldermen.
Encumbrances
Encumbrance accounting, under which purchase orders, contracts, and continuing appropriations
(certain projects and specific items not fully expended at year end) are recognized, is employed in
the governmental funds. Encumbrances are not the equivalent of expenditures and are therefore
reported as part of the fund balance at June 30 and are carried forward to supplement appropriations
of the subsequent year.
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Amounts recorded as expenditures in the Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in
Fund Balance - Budget and Actual - General Fund (Exhibit C) are presented on the basis budgeted
by the City. The amounts differ from those reported in conformity with generally accepted
accounting principles in the Combined Statement of Revenues, Expendimres and Changes
in Fund Balances for All Governmental and Expendable Trust Funds (Exhibit B) as follows:
Expendimres and Other Financing Uses
Per Exhibit C (Budgetary Basis) $123,394,063
Adjustments
Basis Difference
Encumbrances - June 30, 1996 3,255,509
Encumbrances - June 30, 1997 (3.320.191 )
Per Exhibit B (GAAP Basis) $123.329.381
E. Assets. Liabilities and Fund Equity
Cash and Investments
The City Treasurer is required by State stamte to have custody of all monies belonging to the City.
The City Treasurer shall deposit all such monies in solvent banks in the state or in participation
units in the public deposit investment pool established pursuant to RSA 383:22. Funds may be
deposited in banks outside the state if such banks pledge and deliver to the state treasurer as
collateral security for such deposits in value at least equal to the amount of the deposit in each case.
The City pools cash resources of its governmental and proprietary fund types to facilitate the
management of cash. Cash applicable to a particular fund is reflected through interfund balances.
Cash in excess of current operating requirements is invested in various interest-bearing securities
and is disclosed as part of the City's investments.
For financial reporting purposes, cash and equivalents include amounts in demand deposits, money
market funds, certificates of deposit, and short-term investments with original maturities of 90 days
or less.
The City's Trustees of Trust Funds invest funds by deposit in a savings bank or in the savings
department of a national bank or trust company, or in the share of a cooperative bank or federal
savings and loan association, in this state, or in bonds, notes or other obligations of the United
States government, or in bonds or notes of this state, or in participation units in the public deposit
investment pool established pursuant to RSA 383:22, which are legal investments according to New
Hampshire State Stamtes. Capital Reserve Funds must be kept in a separate account and not
intermingled with other funds.
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Investments are stated at cost or, in the case of donated investments, at
the market value of the date
of bequest or receipt.
Receivables
All receivables are reported at their gross value and, where
appropriate, are reduced by the
estimated portion that is expected to be uncollectible. Estimated
unbilled revenues from the
Wastewater Treatment Enterprise Fund are recognized at the end of each fiscal
year on a pro-rata
basis. The estimated amount is based on billings during the months following
the close of the fiscal
year.
Due to and Due from Other Funds
Interfund receivables and payables arise ft-om interfund transactions
and are recorded by all funds
affected in the period in which transactions are executed.
Inventories
Inventories for all governmental funds are valued at cost (first-in,
first-out). The consumption
method is used to account for inventories. Under the consumption method,
inventories are recorded
as expenditures when used.
Prepaid Items
Certain payments to vendors reflect costs applicable to fumre accounting
periods and are recorded
as prepaid items.
Other Assets
Other assets held are recorded and accounted for at cost.
Proprietary Fund Types - Property. Plant and Equipment
Property, plant and equipment in the Wastewater Treatment Fund and Solid
Waste Disposal Fund
are valued at cost. Assets constructed by the City are based on estimated
costs by the City's
engineering department, including estimated costs for materials and labor.
Assets contributed by
independent contractors/developers are based on cost figures supplied by
the contractor to the City.
The cost of sewer lines constructed before 1970 are not reflected in the
financial statements of the
Wastewater Treatment Fund. The estimated book value of these lines at the
inception of the Sewer
Fund is not material to the financial statements of the Wastewater Treatment
Fund.
Depreciation of exhaustible fixed assets used by proprietary funds is
charged as an expense against
operations, and accumulated depreciation is reported on the proprietary
funds' balance sheets.
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Depreciation is being provided for over the estimated useful lives of the assets using the straight-
line method. The estimated useful lives are as follows:
Years
Buildings and Improvements 40
Lines and Interceptors 50
Machinery and Equipment 7-40
Deferred Revenue
The government reports deferred revenue on its combined balance sheet. Deferred revenue arises
when a potential revenue does not meet both the "measurable" and "available" criteria for
recognition in the current period. Deferred revenue also arises when resources are received by the
government before it has a legal claim to them, as when grant monies are received prior to the
incurrence of qualifying expendimres. In subsequent periods, when both revenue recognition
criteria are met, or when the government has a legal claim to the resources, the liability for deferred
revenue is removed from the combined balance sheet and revenue is recognized.
Long-Term Liabilities
General Obligation Debt - General obligation bonds, notes, capital leases, and other forms of long-
term debt supported by general revenues are obligations of the City as a whole. Accordingly, such
unmatured obligations of the City are accounted for in the General Long-Term Debt Group of
Accounts, with the exception of bonds and notes which are being financed by the Enterprise Funds
and are reported as liabilities in the particular fund.
Compensated Absences - Employees may accumulate a limited amount of earned but unused vested
benefits, which will be paid to employees upon separation from the City's service. In
Governmental Fund Types and Fiduciary Fund Types, the cost of vested benefits paid or expected
to be liquidated with expendable available financial resources are reported as an expenditure and
fund liability of the fund. Amounts of vested or accumulated leave benefits that are not expected
to be liquidated with expendable available financial resources are reported in the general long-term
debt account group. No expenditure is reported for these amounts. In accordance with the
provisions of Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 43, Accounting for Compensated
Absences, no liability is recorded for nonvesting accumulating rights to receive benefits.
Fund Equity
The unreserved fund balances for governmental ftinds represent the amount available for budgeting
future operations. The reserved fund balances for governmental funds represent the amount that
has been legally identified for specific purposes. Unreserved retained earnings for proprietary
funds represent the net assets available for future operations or distribution. The entire fund
balances of fiduciary funds are reserved due to the legal restriction on their expenditure.
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The portion of fund balance which has been legally segregated for a specific future use, or which
indicates that a portion is not appropriable for expendinires, is shown as reserved. The following
reserves were used by the City during the year:
Reserved for Tax-Deeded Property - accounts for property taken by tax deed to be resold and is
recorded at the value of taxes and costs due the City.
Reserved for Endowments - represents the principal balance of Nonexpendable Trust Funds which
must be held for investment purposes only.
Reserved for Encumbrances - is used to account for open purchase orders, contracts and other
commitments at year end for which goods and services have not been received.
Reserved for Inventory - represents inventory which is a component of net current assets.
Reserved for Special Purposes - is used to account for the unencumbered balance of restricted
funds. These include the uncommitted balances of bond proceeds, grant revenues, the City's
Expendable Trust Funds, and the income portion of the City's Nonexpendable Trust Funds.
Reserved for Contingency - is used to account for potential abatements or adjustments of property
tax accounts for which revenue has previously been recorded.
F. Property Tax Revenue
The City's property taxes were levied on the assessed valuation listed as of the prior April 1 for all
real property located within City boundaries. The net assessed valuation as of April 1, 1996, upon
which the 1996-97 property tax levy was based, was $3,565,468,405.
Taxes are due in two installments on June 1 and December 1 , with interest assessed thereafter on
the unpaid balance. Taxes not paid by December 1 accrue interest at 12% per annum. As
prescribed by state law, the Tax Collector shall place a priority lien on properties for which taxes
remain unpaid in the following year after taxes are due. The City, in addition to its priority tax
lien, accrues interest at 18% per annum on outstanding balances due. If the property taxes and
accrued interest are not paid within a two-year period, the property is deeded to the City.
Semi-annual property tax billings for the June 1997 levy recorded prior to June 30, 1997 that relate
to fiscal 1998 have been recorded as deferred tax revenues (See Note 4A).
As provided by New Hampshire Statutes, the City in its annual tax commitment, raises an amount
(commonly referred to as overlay) to provide for property tax abatements. The acuial abatements
and refunds incurred during the year are reflected as reductions of the current year property tax
revenue in Exhibits B and C.
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For the year ended June 30, 1997, $4,981,230 was provided for abatements and refunds. Acnjal
abatements and refunds for the year ended June 30, 1997 were $4,211,426.
G. Federal Grant Revenue
The City, through various federal grants, has extended loans for the development or rehabilitation
of residential properties within the City. As the repayment of these loans is contingent on
numerous factors outside the control of the City, such as financial viability of the projects, these
loans are not reflected as loans receivable in these financial statements. It is the City's policy to
recognize the grant revenues when the loans are repaid.
H. Other Revenues and Expenditures/Expenses
Revenues for governmental funds are recorded when they are determined to be both measurable and
available. Generally, fees and nontax revenues are recognized when received. Grants, other than
those described in "G" above, from other governments, are recognized when qualifying
expendiuires are incurred. Expendiuires for governmental funds are recorded when the related
liability is incurred.
Revenues and expenses of proprietary funds are recognized in essentially the same manner as used
in commercial accounting.
I. Total Columns
The Combined Financial Statements include total columns that are described as memoranda only.
Data in these columns do not present financial position, results of operations, or cash flows in
conformity with generally accepted accounting principles. Interfund transactions have not been
eliminated from the total column of each financial statement.
J. Postemployment Healthcare Benefits
The City does not provide postemployment healthcare benefits except those mandated by the
Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (COBRA). The requirements established by
COBRA are fully funded by employees who elect coverage under the Act, and no direct costs are
incurred by the City.
NOTE 2 - STEWARDSHIP, COMPLIANCE, AND ACCOUNTABILITY
Capital Projects Funds
The following deficits exist at June 30, 1997, in the Capital Projects Funds:
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Generally, the deficits arise because of the application of generally accepted accounting principles to
the financial reporting for this fund. Bonds or notes authorized to finance the projects are not
recognized on the financial statements until issued.
Enterprise Fund - Solid Waste Disposal Fund
There is a deficit of $9,281,079 in the Solid Waste Disposal Fund at June 30, 1997. This deficit arises
in part because of the application of Government Accounting Standards Board Statement No. 18,
"Accounting for Municipal Solid Waste Landfill Closure and Postclosure Care Costs," which requires
the accrual of closure and postclosure care costs over the life of the landfill. Total accrual for this
purpose at June 30, 1997, is $7,727,384. Operating losses account for the additional deficit.
NOTE 3 - ASSETS
A. Cash and Equivalents
The City's investment policy for Governmental Fund Types requires that deposits and investments
be made in New Hampshire-based institutions that are insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation or other agencies of the federal government. The City limits its investments to U.S.
Government obligations, mumal funds consisting of U.S. Government obligations, repurchase
agreements and certificates of deposit in accordance with New Hampshire state law (RSA 41:29).
Certificates of deposit with a term of less than 90 days are reported as cash equivalents in these
financial statements. Investments for Nonexpendable and Pension Trust Funds are at the discretion
of the various boards of trustees.
The City of Nashua maintains a common bank account in which the cash balances of most funds
are maintained. The common bank account is used for receipts and disbursements relating to all
these funds. All time deposits are the property of the General Fund.
At year end, the City of Nashua's cash deposits categorized according to risk assumed were as
follows:
Category 1 Includes deposits that are insured (Federal Depository Insurance).
Category 2 Includes deposits that are uninsured, but are collateralized by securities held by the
pledging fmancial institution, its trust department or agent in the City of Nashua's
name.
Category 3 Includes deposits that are uninsured and uncoUateralized.
Category Total
Bank Carrying
1 2 3 Balance Value
Bank Deposits $ 670.725 $3.823.106 $251.375 $ 4,745,206 $ 1,397,004
Cash Equivalents
Repurchase Agreements 43.518.190 43.518.190
Total Cash and Cash Equivalents $48.263.396 $44.915.194
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Repurchase Agreements
Included in the City's cash equivalents at June 30, 1997, were short-term investments in repurchase
agreements issued by a local banking institution. Under these agreements, the City will be repaid
principal plus interest on a specified date which is subsequent to year end. The agreement is
guaranteed/col lateralized with securities held by the banking institution which exceed the amount
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B. Investments
Investments made by the City are summarized below. The investments that are represented by
specific identifiable investment securities are classified as to credit risk into three categories as
follows:
Category I Includes investments that are insured or registered, for which the securities are held
by the City or its agent in the City's name.
Category 2 Includes uninsured and unregistered investments, for which the securities are held
by the City, broker, counter party's trust department or agent in the City's name.
Category 3 Includes uninsured and unregistered investments, for which the securities are held






Mutual Funds 1,587,416 1,679,881
Investments in
Repurchase Agreements
U.S. Government Securities 5.082.000 5.082.000
Total Investments $63.644.550 $68.983.505
C. Property Taxes
During the current fiscal year, the Tax Collector on April 15 placed a lien for all uncollected 1996
property taxes.
Taxes receivable at June 30, 1997, are as follows:
Propertv Taxes
Levy of 1997 $ 3,335,634
Levy of 1996 2,397
Unredeemed Taxes (under tax lienl
Levy of 1996 1,344,253
Levy of 1995 655,788
Levy of 1994 173,281
Prior Levies 377,009
Land Use Change Taxes 48,980
Yield Taxes 3,998
Less: Reserve for estimated uncollectible taxes C488.444)
Total Taxes Receivable $ 5.452.896
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D. Other Receivables




































Net Total Receivables $2.788.842 $2.073.976 $ 144.116 $1.934.864 $ 9.638.115 $16.579.913
E. Interfund Receivables/Payables
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F. Enterprise Fund - Fixed Assets
The following is a summary of the propeity, plant, and equipment of the Wastewater Treatment and
Solid Waste Disposal Enterprise Funds at June 30, 1997:
Interfund
Receivable
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B. Defined Benefit Pension Plan
Plan Description and Provisions
Substantially all employees, except for the Board of Public Works employees, participate in the
State of New Hampshire Retirement System (the System), a multiple-employer cost-sharing public
employee retirement system (PERS). The payroll for employees covered by the System for the year
ended June 30, 1997, was $63,901,083; the City's total payroll was $69,411,750.
All full-time employees are eligible to participate in the System. The System is divided into two
employee groups; Group I - teachers and all other employees except firefighters and police
officers, and Group II - firefighters and police officers.
Group I Employees who retire at age 60 are entitled to retirement benefits equal to 1.667%, or
1.515% for retirement at age 65, of the average of their three highest-paid years of compensation,
multiplied by their years of creditable service. Earlier retirement allowances at reduced rates are
available after age 45 with 10 years of service. Benefits fully vest upon reaching 10 years of
service or attaining age 60.
Group II Employees who are age 60 or who are at least age 45 with at least 20 years of creditable
service, are entitled to retirement benefits equal to 2.5% of the average of their three highest-paid
years of service, multiplied by their years of service, not to exceed 40. The vesting requirements
are the same as Group I.
Members of both groups are entitled to disability allowances and also death benefit allowances
subject to various requirements and rates based on AFC eamable compensation.
The State of New Hampshire funds 35% of employer costs for public safety officers (Group II) and
teachers employed by the City. The State does not participate in funding the employer cost of other
City employees. The City has not elected early application of GASB Statement #24 in these
financial statements.
Description of Funding Policy
The System is financed by contributions from both the employees and the City. By State statute.
Group I employees are required to contribute 5% of eamable compensation. Group 11 employees
are required to contribute 9.3% of gross earnings. The City must contribute the remaining amounts
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The amount shown as "pension benefit obligation" in the System's financial statements is a
standardized disclosure measure of the present value of pension benefits, adjusted for the effects
of projected salary increases and step-rate benefits, estimated to be payable in the future as a result
of employee service to date. The measure, which is the actuarial present value of credited projected
benefits, is intended to help users assess the System's funding status on a going-concern basis,
assess progress made in accumulating sufficient assets to pay benefits when due, and make
comparisons among PERS and employers. The System does not make separate measurements of
assets and pension benefit obligations for individual employers. The pension benefit obligation at
June 30, 1996 for the System as a whole, determined through an actuarial valuation performed as
of June 30, 1995 was $2,419,000,000. The System's net assets available for benefits on June 30,
1996 (valued at market) were $2,812,000,000. The System holds none of the City's securities.
Trend Information
Historical trend information showing the System's progress in accumulating sufficient assets to pay
benefits when due is available for two-year periods from 1983-1995 and is presented in the
System's June 30, 1996 annual financial report (the latest year available).
The Nashua Airport Authority's participation in the System is detailed in the separate audited report
of the Authority.
Board of Public Works Employees ' Retirement System
The Board of Public Works Employees' Retirement System is a defined contribution plan with the
City matching employee contributions to the plan. The plan was adopted by an ordinance on
July 15, 1947 by the City's Board of Aldermen. Participation in the plan is compulsory for
all employees hired by the Public Works Department.
The plan provides retirement, disability, and death benefits. Employees are eligible for normal
retirement after reaching age sixty, provided they have accumulated twenty-five years of continuous
service. Benefits are vested after 10 years of service.
Covered wages paid under this plan for the year ended June 30, 1997 were $5,808,715; the City's
total wages were $69,411,750. Employer and employee contributions were $1,008,243. The
employer and employee contribution rate was 9. 15 % of covered wages. The plan was fully funded
according to the latest acmarial valuation as of January 1, 1989.
Plan assets at June 30, 1997 were $13,918,011 and are reported as a fiduciary fund type in these
financial statements. Investments consist of certificates of deposit, U.S. Government Obligations,
and corporate stocks and bonds.
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Deferred Compensation Plan - The City offers its employees a deferred compensation plan created
in accordance with Internal Revenue Code Section 457. The plan, available to all employees,
permits the employees to defer a portion of their salary until future years. The deferred
compensation is not available to employees until termination, retirement, death, or unforeseeable
emergency. The plan assets and a corresponding liability to employees for deferred compensation
is recorded in an agency fund.
The plan is administered by an independent company, and the City remits all compensation deferred
to this administrator for investment as requested by the participant employees. All compensation
deferred and funded under the plan, all investments purchased and all income attributable thereto
are solely the property and rights of the City (until paid or made available to the employee or other
beneficiary), subject only to the claims of the City's general creditors. Participants' rights under
the plan are equal to those of general creditors of the City in an amount equal to the fair market
value of the deferred account for each participant.
It is the opinion of Management that the City has no liability for losses under the plan but does have
the duty of due care that would be required of an ordinary prudent investor. The City believes that
it is unlikely that it will use the assets to satisfy the claims of general creditors in the future.
Postemployment Healthcare Benefits - The City does not provide postemployment healthcare
benefits except those mandated by the Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (COBRA).
The requirements established by COBRA are fully funded by employees who elect coverage under
the Act, and no direct costs are incurred by the City.
C. Construction and Other Significant Commitments
As of June 30, 1997, the City had the following commitments with respect to unfinished capital
projects:
Capital Projects
Daniel Webster Highway South
New Searles School
Shady Lane Landfill
Fairgrounds Junior High School
Dr. Crisp School Additions and Renovations
Bicentennial School Additions and Renovations
Yudicky Farm Ballfield
Ridge Road
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D. Landfill Closure and Postclosure Care Costs
State and federal laws and regulations require that the City of Nashua place a final cover on its
landfill when closed and perform certain maintenance and monitoring functions at the landfill site
for thirty years after closure. In addition to operating expenses related to current activities of the
landfill, an expense provision and related liability are being recognized based on the future closure
and postclosure care costs that will be incurred near or after the date the landfill no longer accepts
waste. The recognition of these landfill closure and postclosure care costs is based on the amount
of the landfill used during the year. The estimated liability for landfill closure and postclosure care
costs has a balance of $7,727,384 as of June 30, 1997, which is based on 90% usage (filled) of the
landfill. It is estimated that an additional $1,004,200 will be recognized as closure and postclosure
care expenses between the date of the balance sheet and the date the landfill is expected to be filled
to capacity (estimated to be fiscal year 1998). The estimated total current cost of the landfill
closure and postclosure care ($8,731,584) is based on the amount that would be paid if all
equipment, facilities, and services required to close, monitor, and maintain the landfill were
acquired as of June 30, 1997. However, the actual cost of closure and postclosure care may change
due to inflation, changes in technology, or changes in landfill laws and regulations.
The City expects to finance the closure and postclosure care costs through the issuance of long-term
debt.
E. Operating Leases
The City of Nashua is obligated under certain leases accounted for as operating leases. Operating
leases do not give rise to property rights and therefore the results of the lease agreements are not
reflected in the City of Nashua's Account Groups.
The following is a schedule by years of future minimum rental payments required under operating







Total Minimum Payments Required $26.985
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NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
JUNE 30. 1997
F. Long-Term Debt
The following is a summary of the City's general long-term debt transactions for the fiscal year
ended June 30, 1997:
General Compensated
Obligation Absences
Debt Payable Payable Total
General Long-Term Debt
Account Group
Balance, Beginning of Year $36,442,800 $7,331,648 $43,774,448
Issued 13,285,000 13,285,000
Retired (3,050,950) (3,050,950)
Net increase in compensated absences payable 883,339 883,339
Net increase due to refunding bonds 409.387 409.387
Balance, End of Year 47.086.237 8.214.987 55.301.224
Enterprise Funds
Wastewater Treatment Fund
Balance, Beginning of Year
Net increase due to refunding bonds
Bonds Retired
Decrease in Compensated Absences Payable
Bond Discount
Balance, End of Year
Solid Waste Disposal Fund
Balance, Beginning of Year
Bonds Retired
Increase in Compensated Absences Payable
Balance, End of Year
Total Enterprise Funds
Total General Long-Term Debt
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Long-term debt payable at June 30, 1997, is comprised of the following individual issues:
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CHY OF NASHUA, NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
JUNE 30, 1997
Annual Requirements To Amortize Governmental Fund Debt
The annual requirements to amortize all general obligation debt outstanding as of June 30, 1997,
including interest payments, are as follows:
Fiscal Year Ending Governmental Fund Debt
June 30. Principal Interest Total
1998 $ 3,599,180 $ 2,407,538 $ 6,006,718
1999 3,565,190 2,224,722 5,789,912
2000 3,418,090 2,044,885 5,462,975
2001 3,395,750 1,869,320 5,265,070
2002 3,360,750 1,694,815 5,055,565
2003-2017 29.747.277 9.212.384 38.959.661
Totals $47.086.237 $19.453.664 $66.539.901
Annual Requirements To Amortize Enterprise Fund Debt
Fiscal Year Ending
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Bonds or Notes Authqrized - Unissued




CITY OF NASHUA. NEW HAMPSHIRE
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B. Bond Anticipation Notg Payable
Solid Waste Disposal Fund
State statutes allow the City to incur debt up to the amount of the bond authorization in anticipation
of the issuance of long-term debt in order to pay current expenses of a capital project. Notes issued
in accordance with these statutes are general obligations of the City.
The following bond anticipation note payable was outstanding at June 30, 1997:
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Reserve for Special Purposes
In the Capital Projects Funds, the reserve for special purposes represents the unexpended and
unobligated balance of bond funds or the interest earned thereon. These funds can only be used for
the bonded purposes or, in the case of interest earned, for the repayment of such debt if not
subsequently reappropriated for another purpose. Individual fund balances reserved for special
purposes at June 30, 1997 were as follows:
Capital Projects Funds
Watson Street Pump Reconstruction $ 81,500
Main Dunstable/Birch Hill 6, 169
Elm Street Junior High 2,648
Dr. Crisp School Additions and Renovations 694,473
School Lighting Project 46,117
Daniel Webster Highway South 26,280
Amherst Street Traffic Mitigation 26,076
Bicentennial School Additions and Renovations 525,888
Canal Street/Sanders Project 305
Tinker/Thornton Roads Bridges 48,782
Ridge Road 26,367
Amherst Street Pedestrian Crossing 8.100
Total Capital Projects Funds S 1.492.705
In the Trust Funds, the reserve for special purposes represents the unspent balance of the City's
Trust Funds which may be spent for the purposes specified as follows:
Nonexpendable Trust Funds (Income Balances')
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Reservedfor Contingency
The $3,000,000 reserved for contingency represents an amount for potential abatement refunds of
property taxes already collected.
Reservedfor Endowments
The amount reserved for endowments at June 30, 1997 represents the principal amount of all
Nonexpendable Trust Funds which is restricted either by law or by terms of individual bequests,
in that only income earned may be expended. The principal balances of the City of Nashua's









The $38,662 reserved for inventory represents General Fund inventory which is recorded under the
consumption method and reserved.
Reservedfor Tax-Deeded Property
This reserve amounts to $338,729 and accounts for property taken by tax deed to be resold and is
recorded at the value of taxes and costs due the City.
B. Unreserved Fund Balances
Designatedfor Special Purposes
The designated for special purposes, representing Special Revenue Fund balances which the City
of Nashua intends to use in the subsequent years, is as follows:
Special Revenue Funds
School Department - Food Service $ 148,832
Other School Department 248,834
Other City 599,418
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C. Changes in Contributed Capital - Enterprise Funds
Solid Waste Disposal Enterprise Fund
Municipal Federal and Developers/
Investment State Grants Others Total
Balance -July 1, 1996-
As previously reported
Adjustment to record assets
contributed by City and not





Balance - June 30, 1997
Wastewater Treatment Enterprise Fund
Balance- July 1, 1996-
as previously reported $12,104,737 $31,965,328 $9,654,693 $53,724,758
Adjustment to remove item
not utilized by fund (139,060) (139,060)
Adjustment to show
reimbursement made by fund (635,337) (635,337)
Adjustment to correct
recording error 1 1 , 925 1 1 , 925
Capital Contributed 191,221 131,535 322,756
Depreciation Applied to
Contributed Capital a.l48.36n (234.741 ) (1.383.102 )
Balance -June 30, 1997 $ 11.330.340 $ 31.020.113 $ 9.551.487 $ 51.901.940
$ 110,831
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NOTE 7 - SEGMENT INFORMATION FOR PROPRIETARY FUNDS
The City maintains two enterprise funds. The Solid Waste Disposal Fund accounts for the provision
of solid waste disposal services and the Wastewater Treatment Fund accounts for the basic sewerage
treatment facilities. Selected segment information for the year ended June 30, 1997, is as follows:
Solid Waste Wastewater
Disposal Treatment Total
Operating Revenues $2,472,477 $6,665,427 $9,137,904
Depreciation 166,756 2,350,749 2,517,505
Operating Income (Loss) (541,058) 19,971 (521,087)
Interfund Operating Transfers In 693,054 693,054
Net Income (Loss) (81,446) 211,241 129,795
Current Capital Contributions 121,391 322,756 444,147
Depreciation Reducing Capital Contributions 885 1,383,102 1,383,987
Property, Plant, and Equipment Additions 1,815,177 321,329 2,136,506
Net Working Capital (1,099,179) 10,103,136 9,003,957
Total Assets 6,715,195 67,770,144 74,485,339
Bonds and Other Long-Term Liabilities
Payable from Operating Revenues (Net) 430,000 7,592,777 8,022,777
Total Equity (Deficit) (7,018,456) 59,550,245 52,531,789
NOTE 8 - SUMMARY DISCLOSURE OF SIGNIFICANT CONTINGENCIES
A. Litigation
There are various claims and suits pending against the City of Nashua which arise in the normal
course of the City of Nashua's activities. In the opinion of management, the ultimate disposition
of these various claims and suits will not have a material effect on the financial position of the City
of Nashua.
B. Grants
Amounts received or receivable from grantor agencies are subject to audit and adjustment by
grantor agencies, principally the Federal government. Any disallowed claims, including amounts
already collected, may constitute a liability of the applicable funds. The amount of expendiuires
which may be disallowed by the grantor cannot be determined at this time although the City of
Nashua expects such amounts, if any, to be immaterial.
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C. Insurance
The City is self-insured with respect to Worker's Compensation Insurance. The first $350,000 of
claims per person, per accident, is paid by the City. Any additional per person, per accident,
claims are insured up to $5,000,000 by insurance carriers.
The City has established a self-insurance fund for the purpose of providing for claims of employee
benefit programs, property, liability, bond, automobile, long-term disability and other commercial
or self-insurance programs that may be lawfully implemented. The fund is currently funded by
applying the unexpended balances of insurance appropriations and appropriations recommended by
the Mayor and approved by the Board of Aldermen.
This fund is reported as an Expendable Trust Fund in these financial statements. The City
transferred $737,042 of unexpended appropriations to this fund for the year ended June 30, 1997.
The City spent $227,941 of funds from the fund to pay for health insurance premiums.
The City does not have a "blanket coverage" policy that extends the liability limits of underlying
policies.
NOTE 9 - RESTATEMENT OF FUND EQUITY
Restatement of Beginning Solid Waste Fund Retained
Earnings Due to Change in Prior-Year Estimate
The Solid Waste Disposal Fund retained earnings at June 30, 1996 were restated as follows:
Deficit, June 30, 1996 as previously reported $ (7,729,687)
To reclassify portion of the additional fixed
assets recorded in FY 97 that should have
been recorded as municipal contributions (1,642,886)
To adjust municipal contributions to actual (8,675)
Decrease in Accrued Landfill
Closure and Postclosure Care Costs - 180.730
Deficit, June 30, 1996 as restated $ (9.200.518 )
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TOTALLY & PERMANENTLY DISABLED ($573,400)
TOTAL EXEMPTIONS ALLOWED ($73,444,600)




PROTECTION OF LIFE AND PROPERTY $20,449,598
COMMUNITY SERVICES $1,187,899
PUBLIC WORKS DIVISION $8,492,200





CONTINGENCY - RETIREMENTS $267,085
CAPITAL RESERVE FUND $300,000
CONTINGENCY NEGOTIATIONS 2,177,660
BONDED DEBT SERVICE $5,979,220
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS $598,145
TOTAL FY '98 BUDGET $119,012,543
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ADD: OVERLAY (ABATEMENT ACCOUNT)
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY TAX
VETERANS EXEMPTION
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LONG TERM DEBT
The City of Nashua finances its capital projects, acquisitions and iirprovements
through the issuemce of long term debt. The City customarily issues 20 year bonds
through a competitive bid process. Statutory limits are iirposed to control the
level of debt. The limits are 2% of the assessed property valuation for City
projects and 6% for school projects. At the end of FY '97 the City had long term
debt of $39,558,390 for school related projects, $7,527,847 for City, and
$8,008,763 for the Waste Water Treatment Plant.
YOUR 1997 TAX DOLLAR
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CITY OF NASHUA TRUST FUNDS
The City of Nashua has thirty seven individual Trust Funds devoted
to:
Cemetery perpetual care for three cemeteries.
Cemetery flower funds.
Individual perpetual care.
Scholarship trusts for Nashua High School.
Concert and lecture series.
Nashua Public Library.
Board of Public Works Retirement.
Capital Equipment Reserve Fund.
Various other personal and community purposes.
The following is a report on the City of Nashua's Trust, Capital
Reserve Funds and Common Trust Fund Investment
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OFFICE OF THE MAYOR
4^^
MAYOR DONALD C. DAVIDSON
Administrative Assistant Thomas B. Kelley
Executive Assistant Nancy A. Mellin
Legislative Affairs Liaison Mary S. Nelson
Secretary/Receptionist Rita D. Diggins
As we close out FY '97 my administration will have completed a full eighteen months. These
months have been both exciting and challenging.
A real highlight of this year was on June 1 1 , 1997, when Money Magazine named Nashua the #1
best place to live in all of America. The news was greeted with an impromptu celebration on the
steps of City Hall with hundreds of our fellow citizens along with past and present civic leaders led
by Governor Jeanne Shaheen. This was the second time that Nashua received this prestigious
award, the first being in 1987. Nashua is the only community to receive this honor twice. A much
larger celebration was held in Greeley Park on September 17th when thousands joined to
celebrate.
Another celebration occurred in July when the City hosted a large delegation from our sister city
Ansong, Korea. The occasion was the tenth anniversary of this relationship between the two
communities. It is hoped that a similar delegation from Nashua will be able to make a return visit
to Korea next spring.
In early March, I along with several members of my administrative staff, traveled to Washington,
DC to visit with our Congressional delegation and to testify before the House of Representatives
Transportation Subcommittee in favor of full funding of the Broad Street Parkway. The entire
group returned with a positive feeling that the funding for this long awaited project will be
forthcoming by early 1998. In the meantime planning for this project continues.
In May my Administrative Assistant and I were invited to the Dominican Republic by
representatives of the country to attempt to establish a sister city relationship with the City of San
Pedro de Macores. Discussions are at a preliminary level at this time.
Reorganization of the Administrative Code is an ongoing project. The Finance Department has
been partially modified to oversee areas formerly under purchasing. The MIS Department will
soon have a management study done by an outside management firm. We are continuing to
explore ways to bring a true centralized purchasing department into effect. The facilities division
concept has been put on temporary hold until later this fiscal year.
Many construction projects have been or are about to be undertaken. Riverside Park, Deschenes
Oval, Broad Street reconstruction, sewer projects in the French Hill and tree streets area, and
sidewalks along Manchester Street. All of these will have an impact on the overall quality of life in
our City.
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This is a renewed interest in the performing arts taking place. We expect to recreate an
Auditorium Commission with a charge to study and oversee the Edmund Keefe Auditorium. As
this facility is the largest auditorium in New Hampshire, there is a sense that with some
modernization, planning and oversight, it could be better utilized by all of our performing arts
groups.
New police substations are in operation in Railroad Square and on Tolles Street in the French Hill
area. The success of the two other substations. Ash Street and Brook Village, has proven that
this concept of community policing is a deterrent to crime in these areas. In addition, a new
community fire station on Lake
Street is about to become a reality. The public input that was received from the neighborhood has
caused the final design of this structure to be unique to this part of the country.
Our community was tested with a disastrous early winter storm that had rain, ice snow and wind on
December 7, 1996. This storm left 90% of the City and region without power for four long days.
All city departments rallied to ensure the safety of everyone. There were no serious injuries or
incidents despite the long days without power. This event become a tremendous testimony to the
dedication and professionalism of our city employees and those of the public utilities who worked
long hours for several days to bring our city back to normalcy.
During the past year a new office of Legislative Liaison was created working out of the Mayor's
Office. This position is charged with the duties of researching and coordinating the dissemination
of information for and between all of our various City department head and employees and those
members of the General Court and State agency officials in Concord. The results of this first year
of operation has been very successful, as Nashua's representatives were able to promote a
number of legislative bills that created, clarified or corrected laws to better our local governmental
operation. In addition, because of our very visible presence in concord, our City will see vastly
increased State financial aid for FY '98.
Also during this past year, Chief of Staff Ed Lewis retired to the warmth and sunshine of Florida,
completing his long and distinguished service to our City. Replacing Ed is my present
Administrative Assistant, former Alderman Tom Kelley who brings 22 years of services as an
Alderman and Alderman-at-Large and a great deal of government expertise to the office.
In closing, I look forward to an exciting upcoming year for our community. Continuing
improvements to our core City will see the completion of the refurbishing of Railroad Square and
the new Riverfront Park. In addition we will witness the beginning of a new era of minor league
baseball in Nashua when the Atlantic Professional Baseball League opens their season with our
new team the Nashua Pride. It is my fervent hope that the entire region's sports enthusiasts will
support out new team.
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NASHUA
IS BACK ON TOP!
JUNE 11, 1997
Money magazine named Nashua the
#1 Jbest place to live
in all of America
for second time in ten years
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The duty of the Board of Assessors is to see that department policies are in compliance with the laws and
regulations of the State Department of Revenue Administration. The Board is ultimately responsible for all
assessments and must review all applications for abatement. Regularly scheduled meetings of the Board are
held the second Wednesday of each month at 4:30 PM. The meetings are open and public, but appointments
are required for appearance before the Board and can easily be made by calling the department staff at 594-
3301 . Accommodating appointments at times other than Wednesdays will be made if and when necessary.
Assessors Office
Chief Assessor Angelo Marino
Assessor, Commercial Specialist Rex Norman
Assessor, Commercial Specialist Andrew LeMay
Assessor, Residential Specialist Andrea Heyn
Assessor, Residential Specialist Daniel McMullen
Administrative Assistant Sherry Honeycutt
Department Coordinator Jeannine Zins
Administrative Specialist, Deeds/Exemptions Barb Egan
As the second largest city in the state, Nashua has experienced a significant population increase over the
past ten years. This growth trend is expected to continue with the New Hampshire Office of State Planning
projecting a population increase of 3% by the year 2000.
Nashua's proximity to Boston's cultural influence, the New Hampshire/Maine coastline the White Mountains,
a good highway system, and some of the most highly respected industrial, educational and medical facilities
in the world, have all contributed to our growth. Also, the one million square foot Pheasant Lane Mall with
150 retail shops, many shopping areas and plazas, fine restaurants, and excellent schools make Nashua an
extremely attractive place to live or visit.
Through 1996 - 1997, the real estate market demonstrated positive signs of growth in the Nashua area.
Marketing times have decreased significantly, due in part to the shrinking inventory. Favorable financing has
been a positive factor in the movement of real estate this year. Moderately priced properties have attracted
new and first time home buyers to this market. Construction activity has been noted this year in new
residential subdivisions. Several large tracts are being developed and home sales are up. A few commercial
enterprises such as the new Pep Boy's Automotive Store, Saturn of Nashua, Barnes and Noble, Taco Bell
and the second location for Staples have opened for business. In 1997, the City looks forward to new
construction by Oracle next to the Sheraton Tara Hotel, and by Oasis Imaging at the continually expanding
Southwood Industrial Park.
In 1997, the City implemented the first update of assessed values since the revaluation of 1992. The tax
base has shifted slightly from residential to commercial property as a result of this program. Overall,
residential land and building assessments have increased over 2% and commercial and industrial
assessments have increased approximately 6%. With the tax base increase, and through conservative fiscal
operation, the tax rate will decrease below the current rate of $30.20 per thousand dollars of assessment.
The City offers exemptions for the elderly, the blind, building improvements for the handicapped, certain
handicapped veterans, certain wood-burning furnaces, solar energy and wind-powered energy systems. The
tax credit for veterans who qualify was increased from $50 to $100 in 1996. The tax credit for veterans who
have a 100% permanent and total service-connected disability was increased in 1997 from $700 to $1,400.
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One of the most important additions to our office this year was the arrival of 9 computers to talce the place of
our 81 voting machines. We now have paper ballots which are deposited into a ballot box. As they are
being deposited into the proper compartment, the vote is scanned into the computer. At the end of the
evening a button is pressed and we have our voting results, except for the write-ins. This system has met
with approval by the election Officials and the voters.
The City of Nashua won "The Best Annual Report by a City." We would like to thank all the departments who
participated in materials for this book. Also a big thanks to Ralph Jackson, our printing technician, for
printing and binding.
Another important addition was the arrival of twins, Tyler and Sierra to "our" Donna Walton. We wish them
all a happy and healthy life.
Tracy Dunne joined our staff in November 1996 and has been a welcome addition.
May 6, 1997
Sierra Lynne Walton
6 lbs., 4 oz.
Tyler Chase Walton





















Supervisor Motor Vehicle Registrations











































In Fiscal Year '97 the department had two retirements, Elizabeth Scanlon and Suzanne R. Thibault,
from our Motor Vehicle Registration unit.
Midway through the year we experienced a major reorganization with the appointment of a Deputy
Finance Officer to oversee the day to day operations of the department and to provide an oversight of
the financial operations within the various departments. In addition, a new unit was formed within the
department for the collection of Property Taxes, Waste Water fee payments. Solid Waste tipping fees,
and Weights and Measures fees. Also, the Accounts Payable unit fonmeriy located in the Purchasing
Department was transfen^ed to this department.
Throughout the year a standing committee consisting of representatives from all major departments
and divisions discussed ways of improving on the financial management of the City. Many changes
and improvements have been instituted this past year, greatly improving the overall finandal
management of the City.
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The Financial Services Department consists of five distinct units:
TREASURY - This unit is responsible for all banking relationships and practices, investment of City
Funds, Trust Fund management, procurement of bonded debt and State Revolving Fund loans, and
the disbursement of the City's financial obligations.
FINANCIAL REPORTING - This unit is responsible for the entire accounting, reporting, auditing and
budgeting functions for the City culminating in monthly financial reports, annual budget and audit
reports, bimonthly warrants and numerous other products to assist the City's citizens, boards, elected
officials, divisions, departments and staff. This year the position of Deputy Finance Officer was created
to provide the CFO with day to day assistance, in addition, to providing an internal audit function
(comptroller) for additional oversight of City financial operations.
COLLECTIONS - This relatively new unit came about as part of the department's reorganization.
Property tax billing and collections are a responsibility of this unit in addition to Nashua Waste Water,
Solid Waste, and the Sealer of Weights and Measures billings and collections.
MOTOR VEHICLE AND TRAFFIC VIOLATION BUREAU - This unit's primary responsibility is the
registration of motor vehicles for Nashua residents and the collection of parking violation tickets. The
registration process incorporates processing motor vehicle title applications on new vehicles and the
transfer and renewal of existing registrations. The City pioneered the "mail in" vehicle registration
system where renewal notices are mailed out about mid-month prior to the registration month. The
information consists of the amounts the two checks (one for the City and one for the State) need to be
written for. If mailed out by the IS"' of the following month, your registration and decals will be mailed to
you. This year we have experienced long lines at City Hall waiting to register vehicles at the end of
each month and the first few days of the new month. To avoid these lines we encourage you to mail in
your renewal papers. The City continues to require all parking violations be paid prior to the registration
of any motor vehicle. In addition, the City has been cooperating with area tov^ns in a reciprocal
agreement to not register a Nashua resident's vehicle(s) with outstanding parking violations in other
communities.
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE - This unit is new to the Department this year; again, due to the reorganization.
This unit processes all payment requisitions, invoices and other documents required to pay the City's





Purchasing Manager William A. Thompson
Assistant Purchasing Manager Shirley C. Bonenfant
Purchasing Supply Clerk Carol A. Silva
Printing Technician Ralph B. Jackson
Mail/Receiving Clerk Philip D. Hagen
In terms of staffing resources FY97 presented even greater challenges than previous years. In
December 1996 the Accounts Payable section was transferred from the Purchasing Department to
Financial Services. The work to accomplish this reorganization involved separation and transfer of
computer resources, files, phone lines and duties that previously had been shared between the
purchasing and accounts payable personnel. The effort of Shirley Bonenfant and Bernice Diggins,
as well as the City Hall Building Maintenance Department, should be recognized and resulted in a
smooth transition with absolute minimal disruption to the functioning of the two work units. The
work to accomplish the reorganization was started and completed during the holiday season. All
personnel responsible for accomplishing the work and those individuals relocated are to be
commended for a job well done and for their positive attitude during a sometimes difficult process.
Those of us who remained in Purchasing are thankful that the city has a voicemail system as we
find that, if one or two of the three of us are out of the office, it is difficult to simultaneously answer
more than one incoming telephone call at one time.
With the current staffing level, we are somewhat in a keep up mode versus having the opportunity
to seriously plan and pursue new ideas and approaches for the department. Not to be
discouraged, we are attempting to nibble away at various items on our list of goals for the
department. The agreement for continuation of the city stockless office supply system was
recently renewed. Through a competitive proposal process we remained with the same supplier.
Plans are presently being made to implement an electronic ordering system with this vendor. A
similar approach to the purchase of janitorial products for city departments is also being pursued.
Significant progress was made during FY97 toward meeting the State of New Hampshire and
Environmental Protection Agency mandated underground storage tank required compliance date
in December 1998. During FY97 seventeen underground tanks were removed and eight above
ground tanks were installed in their place. It is planned in FY98 to achieve full compliance with the
tank removal/upgrade requirements.
During FY97 a total of 65 formal invitation for bids/requests for proposals with a total value of
$3,891,584 were processed. The number of formal solicitations represents a 41% increase from
FY96 to FY97. In view of the reduced staffing, unquestionably this department is continuing to do
more with less. The total annual savings from the high bid to the awarded bid amount exceeded
$1,000,000 and represented a savings of 27%. We continue to be encouraged with the direction
of the city in implementation of the PC based client/server computer system, planned access to
the Internet and other technologies. These tools are anticipated to have a dramatic impact on the
ability of this department to meet the purchasing requirements of the city.
Ralph Jackson, the city Print Shop Technician has provided excellent printing and graphics
services to all city departments. The over 3.5 million ink impressions made by Ralph annually has
continued through FY97. A replacement of the aging master platemaker was budgeted for FY98
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and will be used for the photos to be included in this annual report. The quality and timeliness of
Ralph's printing services to all city departments receives constant praise.
The annual city auction was held on the traditional first Saturday in June. At this year's auction
over 120 bicycles were sold along with a few vehicles from the Public Works Division, a wide
assortment of property received from the Police Department and surplus equipment from other
city departments. The willingness of the many city employees, their spouses and others who
willingly offer their time as volunteers is greatly appreciated and vital to successful auctions. This
year's auction was the final such event for James Duchesne, the City Hall Building Manager, who
will be retiring in July 1997 and moving to Florida.
CITY HALL BUILDING MAINTENANCE
Building Manager "James" R. Duchesne
Custodian II Roger J. Bertrand
Custodian Robert C. Fernandes
Custodian Marcel J. Beaudoin
The era of attempting to maintain City Hall as a source of pride for the community with minimal
resources is hopefully coming to a close. We look forward to FY98 and the opportunity to catch
up on a few items which have been neglected over the past few years due to lack of funding and
other resources. Such items include repair of deteriorated stonework on the front of City Hall,
painting of the cupola and clock tower, and gilding of the eagle. These projects coincide nicely
with the city initiative to revitalize the downtown. The selection of Nashua by Money magazine in
June 1997 as the number one city in America provides additional incentive to recover from the
previous years of reduced building maintenance funding and attention. Another necessary
addition to the building maintenance budget for FY98 is the funding to reinstate the third night time
custodian position which was cut in FY95. The addition of this position will allow Roger Bertrand
to work full time during the day to assist the Building Manager with projects and increase the
building maintenance services which had to be curtailed due to staffing limitations. The
willingness of Roger Bertrand to split his time between days and nights during the past two years
is appreciated.
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MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Director/Technology Louis H. Simmons
Resource Manager Michael Roy
Systems Analyst/Development Specialist Luann Moore
Systems Analyst/Development Specialist Mary Crawford
Systems Analyst/Development Specialist Kerri Lunn
Application/Analyst - Programmer II Doreen Beaulieu
MIS continues to increase its productivity with a total of 2,210 requests for services processed. This
represents an increase of 35 % over FY96.
MIS works closely with all City Divisions and Nashua Schools to meet the needs and requirements
for Enterprise and Departmental Systems. The Hardware and Software resource consists of a Digital
Equipment Vaxcluster with 1 1 Microvax CPUs and Winchester Technology based disk storage( 26
Gigabytes). ADMINS, a 4*^ generation relational database development tool is the primary applications
development tool.
The conversion of older applications into newer menu-driven applications continues, the goal being
to completely menu all applications. The City's Wide Area Network (WAN) continues to grow providing
computer services to users at various locations. E-mail was made available to all VMS users.
Throughout the year, several departmental peer-to-peer Local Area Networks(l_ANs) were created,
allowing users to share files and print resources. The number of peer to peer networks now totals 18 with a
total of 75 PC workstations. Plans were made to obtain hardware and software which will connect these
LANs to the City's WAN using Microsoft NT products.
Plans were also made for a cluster-wide upgrade of the VMS operating system which provides the
backbone for the City's WAN. This is part of an overall strategy to provide a wide range of services to all
users which will combine Windows and VMS services at the desktop.
Initial steps were taken for the City to have a Web site on the Internet and to provide Internet access
for city activities. Almus and Lee were contracted to develop the City's Web site, which will promote the City
and provide a variety of information to the public. Plans were made to purchase the hardware and software
necessary to maintain the Web site.
Responsibility for the City's phone systems was moved to MIS, Analysis of existing contracts was
made and negotiations for a new NYNEX contract were begun. Requests for phone services have been
centralized using the existing MIS on-line request for services module.
The Tax Collector, Accounts Payable, Traffic Violations and Motor Vehicle Departments were moved
in a three phased process where equipment was moved, cabling done and networks connected without




• Creation of Assessment Test Area with special utilities to allow for ongoing Assessment Update.
• Enhiancements to Abatement module.
• Rewrite of approximately 20% of Assessment application.
Building Department
• Enhancements and reprogramming to meet users' needs.
City-wide
Installation of new VAX-DecNet equipment throughout the year.
Security enhancements on VAX network by locking users to menu and table system.
Citywide VAX mail access installed and training sessions held.
Microsoft productivity software training held for following; Word for Windows, Windows 95, Excel.
PC LAN training in MS Mail/Scheduler, file sharing and printer sharing
Environmental Health
• Automated complaint tracking system including analysis reports.
• Produce reports to track food establishment inspections due or delinquent.
Financial Reporting
• Enhance financial screens and reports available to all users.
• Enhanced purchase order information available to all users.
• Produced license issuance screens as the first phase of converting the DPW Weights & Measures
system from the CONDOR PC to the VAX.
• Created collection agency disk for use in the recovery of delinquent traffic violation payments.
• Produces special financial reports for use by Police board based on their needs.
• Created an accounts receivable tracking system of witness over time for police department use.
Fire Department
• Enhancements to Training Section and Dispatch
Legal Department
• Provided contract costing of negotiated contracts to be utilized by the City and Board of Aldermen.
• Produced health care information to be used for analysis.
• Completed juvenile tracking system to be utilized by the department as well as by the School District's Truant off
Motor Vehicle Registration
• Modified system based on State requirements.
Payroll/Human Resources
• Process labor contract changes in the area of salaries and benefits.
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Public Health




Modify STD system based on new reporting requirements
Public Works Division
• Converted the accounts receivable Municipal Solid Waste system to the City's Vax System.
Risk Management
• Share Safety information between Fire Department and Risk Management.
School Department
• Create budget and payroll download files to use on the PC by school administration personnel.
• Provided programming support and financial analysis for the creation of the State MS25 report.
Traffic Division
• Enhancements to process with installation of new screens.
• Enhancements to hand held device processing.
Welfare Department
• Application enhancements and reprogramming to meet users' needs.
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DIVISION OF PUBLIC WORKS
Director of Public Works
Manager of DPW Administration
Jack Petkus, P. E.
Moe Chamberland
1997 was a year of significant change and reorganization in the Division of Public Works. Mr.
Jack Petkus, P.E. was introduced to the division and hired as Division Director in October of
1996 - replacing Interim Division Director Hamilton. With him he brings seventeen years of Public
Works and more than twenty five years of civil engineering experience.
Mr. Donald Ouellette, P. E. was hired as City Engineer in December of 1996.
Richard Fressilli was hired as Superintendent of Solid Waste in March of 1997.
The Administration Department was reorganized and Moe Chamberland was promoted to the
position of Manager of DPW Administration (formerly the Business Managers position).
In 1997 all DPW Billing and Receivables were relocated in the newly created Collections
Department as part of the Tax Collections unit within the Administrative Services Division.
The new Municipal Solid Waste billing system, which was conceived and developed in 1996 met
its target completion date of June 30, 1997.
The Division of Public Works continues its aim of unexcelled service to its community and the
citizens of Nashua.
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B. SEWERAGE CONSTRUCTION BY CITY
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300
421 ft or 0.08 miles
During this period a total of 780 L.F. of Sanitary Sewer was installed as follows:
Location From To Length
White Plains Drive














Superintendent Richard S. Seymour, Jr.
General
The total flow to the Nashua Wastewater Treatment Facility (WTF) was 5,727,000,000 gallons.
The average flow was 15.7 million gallons per day (MGD), with a daily maximum flow of 20.6 MGD
and a minimum flow of 12.7 MGD. The total amount of septage delivered to the facility was
327,575 gallons.
The WTF disposed of 38,673,750 pounds of filter cake. This equals 2,348 truck loads. The WTF
disposed of 30 - 35 % of the weekly production of the filter cake at the Merrimack, N.H., compost
facility.
The Wastewater budget for Fiscal '97 was $6,191,849. The budget for Fiscal '98 is 6,177,711.
This represents a 0.23% decrease.
Laboratory personnel handled over 7,000 samples and performed 21,900 tests. The laboratory
also performed analysis for outside customers for a total income of $3,233.
The industrial pretreatment program issued 123 Industrial User Permits and performed 111
industrial samplings and 46 inspections. Revenues from the permit fee equaled $3,185.
Projects
Major projects for the year included; a plant efficiency audit performed by Woodard and Curran,
Inc., a sludge stabilization/disposal study performed by Stearns and Wheler, LLC, construction of
a biofilter for sludge storage odor control, replacement of the odor ductwork in the press room,
connection of the two stage odor tower to the new biofilter, extensive renovations to the Fulton
Street, Spaulding Street and East Mollis Street pump stations, replacement of 3 underground fuel
tanks at pump stations and the maintenance garage, and the installation of a new support
structure in the grit chamber.
Purchases
Major purchases for the year included; an air conditioner compressor for the Administration
building, a generator for Watson Street pump station, an additional pump system for plant water,









Activities of the Solid Waste Department during fiscal year 1997 encompassed the regular services of
collection and disposal of trash, recyclables, soft yard wastes, and the operation of the Four Hills Landfill, as
well as some important projects on landfill construction, collection route reorganization, asbestos mitigation,
hazardous waste and recycling. A new Superintendent, Richard J. Fressilli, took over the leadership of the
Department.
The Landfill construction project continued throughout FY97, with the site work completed and temporary
liner installed for the phase I section. The closure of the former construction and demolition area got
underway, and the processing and recycling of the huge stockpile of tires was begun. Incoming tires are now
automatically diverted for recycling. Assistance in the financing of the construction and closure of the
Landfill is provided by low-interest loans from the State of New Hampshire.
Regular collections of hazardous wastes from residents and small businesses in the Nashua Region Solid
Waste Management District began during FY 97, with the opening of the permanent collection and storage
facility at the Public Works Streets Department Garage. Monthly collection events are held during non-
winter months; during the FY97 events, toxic waste from more than 1,960 families was collected and
property disposed of.
A major undertaking of the Department dunng FY97 was a complete review and reorganization of trash
collection routes. New routes were designed to improve efficiency by streamlining pickup, reducing travel
time, equalizing daily work loads and allowing for future growth. About 10,000 residents changed trash days,
starting in June 1997; existing curbside recycling routes were changed accordingly to allow for pickup on
same day as trash. The cooperation of both residents and staff provided a smooth and successful
changeover.
At the same time that the collection route changes were implemented, phase I of an expansion of the
curbside recycling program began. About 3,000 households received yellow bins and started a bi-weekly
setout of recyclables. A coordinated expansion of the recycling drop-off center at the Four Hills Landfill
allowed the operation to incorporate matenal from the expanded curbside program. This enabled large bulk
transfers of recyclables directly to market, substantially reducing transportation costs. The goal of the
Department is to double the size of the program so that approximately one-half of the residents who get trash
collected by the City will also have a regular recycling pickup by the end of FY98.
The collection system for the Landfill gas to energy program was upgraded during FY97 to enhance the
methane gas collection efficiency of the Minnesota Methane, Inc. energy production facility.
A cooperative effort of the City of Nashua, the State of New Hampshire and the US Environmental
Protection Agency, including the leadership of many politicians, local residents and agencies, restored a
Nashua hazardous waste site to a useful state as pnme commercial real estate. Demolition of the former
Johns Manville buildings where asbestos was manufactured for many years, brought more than 1 5,000 tons
of asbestos containing matenal (ACM) to the Four Hills Landfill for proper disposal. The value of the Landfill
space used is more than $3 million dollars.
Public education efforts increased during FY97. The Solid Waste Department published a new brochure to
explain the services and requirements of our programs; the comprehensive informational matenal can be
updated as programs change and is designed to help residents, especially those who are new to the City,
understand the Department's services. A public school environmental education program was developed










The Park System encompasses 800+ acres. Included are thirty-five athletic fields; three outdoor swimming
pools; tennis courts at five locations; nine ice skating rinks; Holman Stadium; Greeley Park, which has a
Performing Arts Shell; twenty-four horseshoe pits; eight outdoor basketball courts; and twenty-three play lots
and playgrounds, there is also Mine Falls Park with it's one lighted softball field; six soccer fields; plus a
walking trail. There are two boat launches, garden plots, walking/hiking trails, mini-parks/leisure areas and a
refurbished "grove" on Salmon Brook.
A unique attribute was added to Greeley Park with the dedication of the water fountain in the
Commemorative Walkway leading to the stonehouse. This is a replica of the original one that came down in
the1950's.
The Rotary Club West Brick Walkway has become a great addition to the park. Many local people have
bought bricks in memory of their loved ones or for special occasions.
Yudicky Farm, with approximately seven acres, has been completed,
lighted, which will be opened for use in the spring of 1998.
there are two softball fields, one
Thornton Road Tot Lot is under construction and should be ready for the spring of 1998. Design work has
begun for a skateboard park in the inner city.
Demand for youth recreation has paralleled the demand for classrooms. In addition to youth, there is an
apparent increase in requests for activities for all age groups, with the young adults and seniors becoming
more active. Space, however, is fully utilized and each year it is more difficult to meet the needs of all
groups. Use of facilities is high, and idle time for restoration and rehabilitation of fields is at a minimum.
The department personnel resource is declining and part-time seasonal help is offsetting this trend. A flat
budget for five years has necessitated cooperative programs with some user groups. Consideration is being
given to "adoption" programs at certain facilities.
Personnel continue to assist with City tree maintenance and snow plowing. The nursery at Greeley Park had
another good year with the tree program for residents.
Reports from the State of New Hampshire and others indicate that demands for active and passive
recreation will increase in the next twenty-five years at a rate exceeding the population growth. And that the
age of the people desiring opportunities for recreational participation will also increase. This growth in
numbers, with its changing participant profile, forecasts a need for more facilities.
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SUMMER CAMPS
Since this department started running a series of summer camp programs five years ago, the number of
camps has grown along with the number of participants. With the hiring of the various high school varsity
coaches, under the direction of Al Harrington, we now have camps for; Baseball - plus advanced baseball.
Basketball - boys and girls camps. Volleyball, Cheerleading Track & Field. We also run camps for golf,
Gymnastics, and Tennis; adult and youth. In future years we would like to see Lacrosse, Football and Soccer
camps added to the summer series.
SENIORS OUTING
1996 marked the Silver Anniversary of the City's annual Seniors Outing. The department has treated well
over 12,000 Nashua Seniors to a great fall barbecue at Alpine Grove. This event is greatly anticipated and
appreciated by our seniors every year. Many seniors have attended all twenty-five yearly events. There
were many prizes and surprises for that day. A celebration cake was the focal point of the hall's decorations.
Many previous Park-Recreation Commissioners were in attendance, along with members of the Board of
Aldermen and the Board of Public Works. The department is looking forward to many more years of the





Coordinator, Child Care Services
Manager, Nashua Mediation Program
Assistant, Nashua Mediation Program
Building Manager
Administrative Secretary














Ward 8 Aid. Maureen Lemieux
Aid. At Large Joyce L. Are!
MISSION STATEMENT
The mission of the Community Services Division is to serve the community by maintaining the well being of
its citizens.
ANHEUSER BUSCH OPERATION BRIGHTSIDE
The Public/Private partnership with Anheuser Busch continued again in 1997 with beautification of blighted
areas in our city.
MAYOR'S TASK FORCE ON YOUTH VIOLENCE
Mayor Donald C. Davidson kicked off this initiative in October as a community project to address the
problems facing our city in all areas of health, education and recreation. Many city agencies, business and
non-profits are represented on this task force.
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS
Plans were submitted to this committee to add a new compressor for smoke detection. New sinks and walls
were added in our clinic area, including new cabinets in the laboratory clinic along with a new height and
weight room for children. Submission received an A-1 rating.
TURNING POINT INITIATIVE
In meetings with the Community Health Institute in Concord, the Director met with other state representatives
to discuss the Robert Wood Johnson/Kellogg Foundation "Turning Point Initiative" project relative to the
Future of Public Health. The decision was made to have the city of Nashua take part in submitting the Letter
of Intent to join forces with the State in this grant opportunity.
PRIMARY CARE
This committee had many sessions with agencies represented in this group. Discussing continues on site for
a Community Health Center.
The Director continues to be active in the New Hampshire Preventative Block Grant committee, New
Hampshire Primary Care Committee, District Council meeting. New Hampshire Public Health Association
and local hospital committees.
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OFFICE OF CHILD CARE SERVICES
The office of Child Care Services established in October of 1987, continues with its objective to facilitate the
development of quality, affordable child care programs within the city of Nashua.
The coordinator is responsible for participating in local, regional and state child care initiatives; enhancing
and expanding child care resources; coordinating the effort among city agencies for the continued growth of
quality child care services; and increasing public awareness of child care needs.
» Work with the city of Nashua Human Resources Department in the implementation
of the city's Dependent Care Assistance Plan for municipal employees.
» Assist in the development of employee-supported child care initiatives for interested
area businesses.
» Provide technical assistance and information to those interested in becoming licensed
child care providers.
» Facilitate the formation of center-based Director's Network Professional
Organization.
» Provide resource and referral information for the community.
» Serve on the boards of PlusTime, N.H., Area Agency VI., and Network.
» Support the annual Early Childhood Fair and Week of the Young Child Celebration.
The Nashua Child Care Commission consists of fifteen members, is appointed by the mayor and meets
monthly with the coordinator to review child care issues, as well as plan the Week of the Young Child
Celebration and the Annual Early Childhood Fair.
MEDIATION PROGRAM
The Nashua Mediation Program provided conflict resolution services to four hundred ninety two (492) area
youths and families last year. An additional eighteen (18) volunteer mediators were trained to work with
families refen'ed to mediation.
The Nashua Mediation Program was honored at the annual NETWORK meeting.
In May, the mayor issued a proclamation recognizing mediation week and the continued efforts of over
eighty (90) volunteer mediators.
Our department has been working with the Nashua School District on conflict management skills and
violence reduction for students on the elementary and secondary levels. Students from Dr. Crisp Elementary
School were trained as peer mediators and sixth graders at Charlotte Avenue Elementary School received
twenty hours of conflict management skill training.
The department continues to actively participate on the Mayor's Task Force on Youth Violence Task Force
and the Nashua Task Force on Alcohol and Drugs.
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NASHUA PUBLIC HEALTH DEPARTMENT



























The Nashua Public Health Department is dedicated to the promotion and preservation of public health
through the utilization of a holistic approach to the individual, family and community regardless of race,
creed, color, sex, age, political affiliation or belief, religion, sexual orientation, handicap, disability or gender.
The Nashua Public Health Department continues to develop, implement and revise appropriate health
oriented programs for Nashua citizen as mandated in the City Charter established in 1853.
This year it is working in concert with N.H. State Public Health to develop a more effective and responsive
public health infrastructure. A local steering committee has been formed. The taslcs will be to define
differences and clarify relationships and responsibilities between local public health, identify the changes
needed to strengthen the infrastructure, develop a plan for implementing, financing/sustaining the changes
and establish systems for effective collaboration. These changes are necessary because of overall changes
in health care.
A new program this year is Reach Out and Read (ROR). This program provides free books for children
starting at age 6 months. The books are read to the children by a volunteer and given to the child. The
practitioner observes the child with the book during an examination, looking at appropriate developmental
actions.
Enhanced Immunization Program activities were extensive this year. The goal to reach 90% of children
appropriately immunized by age 2 in year 2000 provided the impetus for the activities. Advertising was done
on Nashua buses, television, newspapers, including a Spanish publication, special magazine issues,
community bulletin boards and radio. The bilingual/bicultural outreach worker provides immunization
materials in the community where she can interact with people.
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The Nashua Immunization Coalition has brought together many city agencies fostering appropriate
immunization of children. St. Joseph Hospital initiated the "Shots by Two" program. Murray the Mouse was
introduced to young clients as a friendly presage of the importance of immunization. The NPHD is
responsible for immunizing Nashua fire and police personnel. Over 2400 senior citizens and persons at risk
were immunized against influenza. Pertussis was seen in the community.
The department began participation in a gun safety lock movement, buckle up safety seat programs and a
anti smoking coalition.
The NPHD and the Nashua School District have set up a pilot program to provide direct medical services to
uninsured elementary school age children living in the medically undeserved tracts 105 and 108. On behalf
of these youngsters who are ineligible for Medicaid and in need of health services. The public school nurses
are able to refer the children to Nashua's Child Health Services. The program provides medical evaluation,
medication and referral to specialists.
The Child Health Service (CHS) Clinic census continues to fluctuate. Many of the new admissions are
school age children who are being readmitted because children up to age 12 years can be provided with
services. Families leave when they get a job with reasonable insurance rates or Medicaid. They often return
after a job loss. They are also families who profit from the prevention health/safety education provided.
Families moving back from other states or from a discharged status are often behind in immunizations.
Dental care is always a problem, because all the area dentists are not cooperating. The same few dentists
accept clients and then become overburdened.
Sickle cell disease has been identified as a problem not looked at locally. Nashua's diverse population is
very different from most of N.H. The children from Hispanic and black families are at risk. An education
process is undenway and the state will provide some screening materials for children enrolled in CHS.
Lead is another identified health problem. Funding for education and cleaning supplies is being sought. The
N.H. State Lead Program will provide lead screening kits.
The WIC program again provides services at the NPHD. Immunizations are offered to clients by NPHD
staff. Lead screening may also be offered.
The HIV prevention program team effectively continues its education, counseling and referral approach.
Street outreach and use of the van to bring services to the clients successfully creates a comfortable milieu
for clients. It is not unusual for a client to eventually come on the van to be HIV counseled/tested and admit
they feel more comfortable having already met the players. Strong linkage with communities is helpful in
reaching new clients.
This year the team has noted a definite increase in the number of intravenous drug users in the community.
This population is becoming more reachable.
Collaboration with other service agencies is necessary for the coordination of client care. Clients who are
dual diagnosed and lack of sufficient treatment programs continue to be problems.
The HIV Medical Clinic provides services to approximately 30 patients. February saw the beginning of viral
load testing at the N.H. state lab. This is the test that doctors around the world view as absolutely necessary
to determine drug treatment regimes for patients. This state of the art test serves as a window into HIV viral
activity. The list of clientele is growing.
The number of persons seeking HIV counseling and testing has remained consistent with a increase in
clients from populations previously not seen at Thursday's evening clinics.
Sexually transmitted disease investigations have increased and are often complicated. Chlamydia,




The NPHD administered approximately 1 000 mantoux tests this year through its on and off site clinics,
including the outreach van. The NPHD serves as a resource for health care providers area agency
representatives and individuals who have questions regarding TB. An average of 100 patients are being
followed for INH treatments. Spanish translation services are available.
The Child Development Program (CDP) is seeing more children with symptoms suggestive of the autistic
spectrum and children with complicated neurodevelopmental disorders. The situations are sometimes
complicated by difficult socio - economic challenges.
The CDP coordinator also coordinates the Nashua Genetics Clinic. She has been elected to a three year
term in the board of directors of the Early Education Intervention Network which provides education and
community support for parents with children under age 7 years.
The Play Learning/Parent Support/Home Visitor Program with 8 week sessions continues to have a waiting
list for participation. The number of referrals has increased from community resources.
The NPHD team members participated in community service organizations: Southern N.H. HIV/AIDS Task
Force, Neighbor Health Center of Greater Nashua, Head Start, New Hampshire Public Health Association,
Hispanic Network, Minority Health Coalition, Earty Education Intervention Network, Nashua's Partnership for
Tobacco Free Youth and Turning Point.
Dartmouth medical students were precepted by the Medical Director, Rivier College and University of New
Hampshire nursing students were precepted by the Family Nurse Practitioner.
The annual Children's Christmas Party was again supported by Anheuser - Busch. Senior citizens knitted
hats and mittens for the children.
The department holds Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendment, Pharmacy and Home Health Care
licenses.
Health education and consultation is provided to individuals, persons in groups,, service organizations,
industries and schools regarding health issues, in order to fulfill its responsibility of preventing disease and
promoting health/wellness in the community.
The department continues to seek supplementary funding to support necessary services from grant sources.
Present grantors are the N.H. Office of Health Management, Hillsborough 5% Incentive Funds, Health Care
Transition Funds and the New Hampshire Children's Trust Fund.
In order to continue providing an excellent level of services, team members attend appropriate educational
opportunities. The teams strives to meet the challenges of a changing health care system by strengthening













Edward B. Goulding, Jr. (Hired March 3, 1997)
Heidi Peek






Summer Laboratory Technician Katherine Brodeur (97)
The department continues to spend a major portion of time on its inspectional programs which
encompass food service sanitation, swimming pools and spas, individual sewage disposal systems, daycare,
and environmental complaints. Various presentations on the functions of the department have been given to
private and public audiences and organization. The department has provided seminars on swimming
pool/spa sanitation and maintenance to all public/spa operators. Food service sanitation presentations have
also been available to food service operators.
Areas of public interest this year have been in the area of food safety and new findings on food
related illnesses. Continued interest remain in lead paint poisoning, Lyme disease, indoor air quality and
drinking water.
One of the major issues dealt with over the year has been the demolition and removal of the Johns
Manville Building on Bridge Street. After many meetings, site visits and plan reviews by local, state and
federal agencies and the neighborhood task force the project has been completed.
Participation and Training by Environmental Health Department Staff has been as follows:
Board of Housing Appeals.
N.H. Quality Assurance and Peer Review Initiative on Daycare.
SARA Title III.
State Certification of Laboratory.
Several Food Service Training Seminars.
State Seminar on Role of Public Health Labs.
Quality Leadership Training.
Turning Point Initiative Task Force Meeting.
Training from State Laboratory on procedures for food testing analysis.
Annual Emergency Response Seminar put on by SARA Title III.
Asbestos Awareness Training by EPA and the State of NH Agencies.
N.H. Health Officers Meetings.
Citywide Communications Committee.
Tree Street Redevelopment Task Force.
Participation in Lead Paint Grant Application.
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WELFARE DEPARTMENT
Welfare Officer Robert Tamposi
Case Technician Edward Roach
Account Secretary Therese Charest
Administrative Secretary Marie Scott
Secretary/Part time Patti Mills
City Welfare provides general maintenance level assistance by voucher to anyone who is income eligible,
without regard to category.
Welfare reform was a major topic of concern for cities and towns during the year. On August 22, 1996,
President Clinton signed the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunities Reconciliation Act giving each
State a fixed block grant to run welfare programs over the next five years. Aid to Families with Dependent
Children (AFDC) was replaced with the more work orientated Temporary Assistance to Needy Families
(TANF) program. A maximum five year life time limit on receiving TANF benefits was imposed, as well as
reductions in Food Stamp eligibility for single, able bodied persons. Local welfare departments in New
Hampshire remain concerned that these Federal/State welfare reforms will downshift costs to local
communities. A legislative bill giving limited protection to communities from downshifting passed the
legislature.
The Welfare Department continued to require able bodied recipients to work for their benefits. The program
was also available as alternative sentencing by the courts.
The Welfare Officer by ordinance, serves as chairman for the Board of Housing Appeals. Other
memberships include the executive Committee of the New Hampshire Local Welfare Administrators
Association and the Continuum of Care local board.
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COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DIVISION ,..j CD o a;0 o o o
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Administrator (July - November)
Director (November 15 - Present)
Thomas B. Kelley
Roger C. Hawk
With improved economic conditions in the greater Nashua region, the City of Nashua has begun to
experience significant development activity and reduction in unemployment. These factors contributed to
the City and region being named once again as the "Best Place to Live in America" by Money Magazine.
This recognition affirms the return of a strong economy to Nashua and southem New Hampshire. Evidence
of our economic strength is apparent in the statistics from the Planning Board and Building Department.
The Community Development Division has continued to work closely with the Greater Nashua Center for
Economic Development (CED) to further enhance economic conditions in the region. Major efforts with the
CED include the continuation of a print media campaign to enhance the image of Nashua as a center of high
technology development and initial efforts on development of a job placement clearinghouse.
The downtown has also been a beneficiary of the improving economy. New businesses are cropping up on a
regular basis. The city's Downtown Coordinator is invigorating the public, along with property and business
owners, by coordinating major downtown events and providing support to the Destination Downtown group.
The City has also made major investments in the new Riverfront Park along Water Street and a revitalization
of the public spaces in Railroad Square.
Pedestrian and bicycle access to and through the city received several major boosts this year. The Planning
Board was able to acquire a public access easement from Nashua Corporation along the north side of the
Nashua River in the vicinity of Front Street. This easement, in conjunction with other efforts, will enable the
city to complete a major pedestrian access loop along the Nashua River in the near future. The City was
also successful in acquiring the deed to the railroad right-of-way parallel to West Hollis Street which will
enable us to develop the downtown connector trail between Simon Street and Main Street. Furthermore, the
Nashua Regional Planning Commission prepared a comprehensive strategy to install and upgrade sidewalks
throughout the city.
The Community Development Division was reorganized early in 1997 in order to place greater emphasis on
enforcement of our housing, planning and building regulations. The new enforcement section will provide for
more timely and consistent enforcement of the Division's regulations.
Final design and funding of the Broad Street Parkway has been a top priority this year. The Final
Environmental Impact Statement was completed and approved by the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency and the Federal Highway Administration. Both of these actions pave the way for use of federal funds
to complete the design and begin construction on this urgently needed supplement to the Main Street bridge.
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PLANNING AND BUILDING DEPARTMENT






Lori Dwyer (Resigned Feb 97)
Christine Webber (Started Feb 97)
William P. Walsh, CBO
Michael Santa, CBO
Albert J. Finethy (Retired July 96)






Planning and Building Director/Manager




Administrative Assistant II (Zoning)











Responsibilities and functions of the Nashua Planning and Building Department encompass a wide spectrum of
topics and issues ranging from review of cun"ent development plans and building permit and certificate of
occupancy issuance to conducting long range comprehensive planning aimed at guiding future development and
promoting responsible managed, quality growth within the community. The Department is committed to total
quality through excellent customer service and continuous improvement in our operations.
Nashua continues to promote quality and sound land use planning with the objective of protecting valuable natural
resources, planning for necessary future public infrastructure improvements, and working toward achieving a
proper balance of safe, attractive and fiscally sound development.
The Planning and Building Department provides technical expertise and services in an advisory capacity to the
Nashua City Planning Board, the Zoning Board of Adjustment, Capital Improvements Committee, the Building
Code Board of Appeals, and the Board of Aldenmen and its various committees through the development of land
use policies, resolutions, and ordinances. In addition, the Department provides, as needed, professional support
services to the Nashua Historic District Commission, the Nashua Conservation Commission, Nashua Heritage Trail
Committee, Urban Trails Committee, Facilities Committee, and others as requested.
In addition to its regular daily functions and responsibilities, the Planning Department provided assistance to and
initiated the following special processes, projects, reports, analyses, and studies during Fiscal Year 1996-97;
Staff Reports: Over Fiscal Year 1996-97, the Planning and Building Department completed 133 detailed reports
or reviews on site and sutxjivision plans for the Nashua City Planning Board. The reports are delivered to the
Planning Board prior to the meeting date. This process gives the Board beWer information to assist them in their
decision process. Also, the Department provided the Zoning Board of Adjustment reports on use variances to aid
in their decision process.
Automation of Records: The Planning and Building Department is continuing its automation of its record system.
Stephanie Bouchard, a volunteer from the community has and continues to graciously give her time in helping the
Department achieve this long term objective. This process and completed system to date has been a useful tool to
quickly retrieve information on past development applications and provide more timely assistance to our
customers. C'Thank you" Stephanie for all your help!)
Capital Improvements Program: The Planning and Building Department is the primary agency responsible for
coordinating and preparing the Capital Improvements Budget and Six-year Plan. The Capital Improvements
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Committee is a subcommittee of the Planning Board established by City Charter which annually recommends a
fiscal year capital improvements program outlining long range needs and anticipated expenditures.
Bond Rating Preparation: The most current statistics available were obtained for preparation of Nashua's Official
Statement; including, history, population, economy, planning and development, housing costs, employment base,
largest employers, retail sales, unemployment, building penmits, and state tax receipts. This infomnation and that
contained in the Capital Improvements Plan was a contributing factor in the City obtaining a favorable interest rate
on its bond issues.
Master Plan: The city wide Master Plan update to the 1985 plan was initiated. The Southwest Quadrant Master
Plan update and the Trails Master Plan Element were adopted by the Nashua City Planning Board on June 6,
1996.
Development The Planning and Building Department reviewed the plans and construction of
:
2,944 sq. ft convenience store
4,635 sq. ft. Rockingham Ambulance facility at Exit #S of F.E. Everett Turnpike
8,900 sq. ft. daycare and learning facility on Deenvood Dr.
10,000 sq. ft. addition to Shaw's at Royal Ridge Shopping Center
10,032 sq. ft conversion from residential to oflice
12,312 sq. ft office building at Trafalgar Square
15,040 sq. ft Osco Drug store on Main Street
15,600 sq. ft. new Triangle Credit Union building
16,340 sq. ft addition to Tulley Buick
20,000 sq. ft club house at a private 18-hole golf course
20,270 sq. ft manufacturing addition to Teradyne, Inc.
21,526 sq. ft addition to the lab at Lockheed Sanders
24,220 sq. ft new R&D and manufacturing at Balzers-Pfeiffer
28,440 sq. ft office/retail at Sky Meadow
29,500 sq. ft retail shops on Broad St (formerly known as Plywood Ranch bidg)
33,910 sq. ft addition to Bishop Guertin High School
34,560 sq. ft. addition to Lowell Paper Box Co. manufacturer
56,800 sq. ft addition to Twin Mountain Water Inc.
120,000 sq. ft R & D building for Oracle Software
130,999 sq. ft Home Depot at Nashua Mali (development pending court appeal)
6.6 million gal. new Pennichuck water tank off Orchard Ave.
development of ball fields at Yudicky Farm
8 classrooms^stage/gym addition to Dr. Crisp Elementary City School
8 classrooms/ofTice expansion/cafeteria enlargement to Bicentennial Elementary School
Miscellaneous Fees and Contributions: The Department assesses and collects school impact fees. In addition
to this, the Department administers the collection of street light installation costs for new subdivisions/site plans;
sidewalk contributions and the Heritage Trails (UTA) fund accounts.
Transportation: The Planning Department continues to be an active member of the Nashua Area Transportation
Study (NATS) Technical Advisory Committee. This Committee membership consists of representatives from the
region's municipalities, and the state/federal transportation departments. The Department also assisted in worthing
with the City's consultants on the Broad Street Pari<way and the HSI traffic study of the Spit Brook Road comdor
completed in May 1996.
Construction: During Fiscal Year 1996-97, the Planning and Building Department issued 1,884 building related
permits. Of these, 1,040 were stmctural building pemnits with a construction value of $61,539,840. The
Department conducted 9,125 inspections in the issuance of these penmits. The summary of this constmction
activity is listed below:
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Three and four family buildings
All other buildings/structures
Total demolitions/razing of buildings
New Non-Residential
Industrial
Service stations, repair garage










Additions of residential garages/carports



























































194 Lund Rd (Bishop Guertin School)
296 East Dunstable Rd (Bicentennial School)
50 Arlington St (Dr. Crisp School)
101 Burke St (Wagner Ct fire damage/demo)
39 Orchard Ave (Pennichuck Water Works)
15 North Southwood Dr (Cornerstone Software)
16 Celina Ave (Multi-tenant building)
24 Trafalgar Square (Pfeiffer Vacuum Tech)
385 East Dunstable Rd (Skyview Caf6)
I Perimeter Rd (O.l.A. Hanger)
I I Trafalgar Square (Adaptec)
4 Pittsburgh Ave fTeradyne)
213 Daniel Webster Hwy (Shaw's Supermarket)
23 Simon St (Teradyne)
23 Dumaine Ave (Lowell Paper Box Co)
34 Cellu Dr (Twin Mountain Spring Water)
53 Northeastern Blvd (FAA Childcare)
280 Amherst St (Peter's Nissan)
52 Factory St (Innovative Telecom)
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Total building (structural) permits issued: 676 residential and 364 commercial 1,040
Total construction value for permits:
Includes:
103 Signs
136 Miscellaneous/Out of Scope $8,457,236
2 Mobile home 90,000
7 Mobile home replacements 290,000
















The activities of the Urban Programs Department are principally targeted to the following, reflecting the mandates
of the Federally-funded programs and City ordinances which the department administers:
revitalization of Downtown Nashua
affordable and decent, safe housing
emergency shelter for the homeless
transit services for the mobility-impaired
facilities and services to provide education, job training, health, nutrition, and recreational assistance to
those in need
The Department focuses its efforts on inner-city neighbortioods and the downtown, to assist in revitalizing them
and eliminate substandard housing and blighting influences. This effort continues to be enhanced by the presence
of the Downtown Spjecialist. Many of the department's activities are accomplished with the cooperation and
participation of other City agencies, such as the Public Works Department, Building and Planning Departments,
and the Nashua Housing Authority and various non-profit organizations.
The Department also oversees the operation of the Nashua Transit System (NTS).
Statistical Highlights of Fiscal Year 1997
The Department oversaw expenditures totaling $1,878,433 in Fiscal Year 1997, compared to $2,959,304 in Fiscal
Year 1996. Over 60% of these funds were Federal grants. Community Development Block Grant funds in the
amount of $604,619 were expended in Fiscal Year 1997. The transit system was operated at a cost of $920,636,
down from $1,060,936 in Fiscal Year 1996, while inaeasing the level of service; $283,701 was expended on




Vine Street and Hartxjr Avenue, sidewalk reconstruction were completed during Fiscal Year 1997. This project
was approximately 900 linear feet of sidewalk.
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Opportunities Acquisition Program
A demolition and site clearance was initiated, in support of the Greater Nashua Habitat, Inc., for 55-57 Tolles Street
and 66-69 Tolles Street. These two buildings had been vacant for sometime and were severely deteriorated.
Greater Nashua Habitat plans to constmct two duplex homes on the site.
HOME Rental Housing Program
During the year, two (2) three bedroom units were completed and occupied. An additional 20 units received HOME
funding and rehabilitation began.
Fiscal Year 1997 saw the commitment of funds to the Park View project at 25-27 Amherst Street, 14 Merrimack
Street and 31 Greeley Street. This rehabilitation project, undertaken through a partnership among Greater Nashua
Housing and Development Foundation, Nashua Housing Authority and BankBoston, shall significantly impact the
Holman Stadium neightx)rtiood by substantially improving the value and appearance of these properties. In
addition, it shall provide 17 units of affordable housing for a minimum period of 20 years.
HOME funds comprised $377,752 of the $1 .6 million project budget. Construction began late in June and is
anticipated to be completed in the first half of Fiscal Year 1998.
The second project undertaken during Fiscal Year 1997 was the expansion of Marguerite's Place transitional
housing program. This was accomplished through acquisition and substantial renovation of 85-87 Palm Street,
adjacent to the initial project at 89 Palm Street, which was funded several years ago. The rehabilitation was
substantially complete by the end of the fiscal year and occupancy is anticipated for September 1997. HOME
funds are proving $170,000 of the $394,000 development budget. This project will have a positive impact on Palm
Street through property improvement and on-sit management. It shall provide three units of transitional housing
with intensive supportive services on-site (including day care) for a minimum period of 20 years.
The third project undertaken during Fiscal Year 1997 was the substantial rehabilitation of Greater Nashua Housing
and Development Foundation property at 14 East Peari Street. Although these funds were committed in a prior
year, two units of three t>edrooms each, were completed and occupied during the fiscal year. These units shall be
provided as affordable housing for a minimum of 20 years.
Housing Improvement Program (HIP)
Two single family and one multi-family project received commitments of financial assistance during the fiscal year.
Four projects were completed resulting in the improvement of eight units of housing in inner-city neighbortioods.
Several projects are on-going and are expected to be completed in Fiscal Year 1998.
Transit
The Department provided support to the new Nashua Transit Advisory Committee in the oversight and




The Nashua Transit Advisory Committee replaced the Nashua Public Bus Transit Commission.
2. A new air quality system was installed in the Nashua Transit Maintenance Facility.
3. The free Downtown Lunch Express was suspended due to low ridership.
4. Route 6 Express was terminated due to an end of Federal funding.
5. A monitored security system was installed at the Nashua Transit Facility.
6. A new service truck with snow plow and other accessories was delivered replacing a 1 986 vehicle.
7. Routes 3 and 7 were joined to improve on-time perfonmance and reliability of connections.
8. A volunteer effort by the Nashua Transit personnel refurtJished the office areas of the Nashua Transit
Facility.
9. A new radio system was installed to accommodate all buses, service vehicle and the base station.
Daily weekday ridership during the year was 1,070, down from 1,100 in Fiscal Year 1996; the average was 872 on
Citybus, up from 869 in Fiscal Year 1996, and the average on paratransit was 198, down from 231 in Fiscal Year
1996. The latter reflected the concentration on disabled clients, as mandated by the Americans with Disabilities
Act. Saturday ridership during Fiscal Year 1997 was 400, up from 349 in Fiscal 1996; the average on City Bus
was 388, up from 332 in Fiscal Year 1996 and 12, down from 17 in Fiscal Year 1996, for paratransit. Both Citybus
and paratransit operate on a limited hours schedule on Saturdays.
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Eric Meyerson was succeeded by Jacquelyn Devanski as General Manager of Nashua Transit System. Lori
Lornian continued in the capacity as Assistant General Manager and Kevin Randall as the Director of
Maintenance.
Downtown Improvement Strategy
The social, cultural and economic renaissance of Downtown Nashua over the past three years has proven to be a
vital cornerstone of not only Nashua's prosperity and quality of life, but the entire Greater Nashua region.
As the third year of the City's Downtown Development Program, under the direction of the Downtown Development
Specialist, comes to completion, the progress is encouraging and the next year holds great promise. Street level
vacant space is today rare, building facades are being restored with historic sensitivity, a thriving evening dining
scene has emerged, sidewalk cafes and sidewalk activity is the talk of the town, the trend towards upscale retail
retuming to Downtown is clear and solid, new business inquires are at a high, businesses that left downtown years
ago to relocate near strip malls are retuming to Main Street, those businesses that never left are today expanding
and upgrading operations.
Public space improvements include the new Downtown Riverfront Promenade at Water Street , the plans for
restoration of Railroad Squire and Deschenes Pari<, and the upgrade of greenspaces and planting areas around the
parking garages and surfaces lots. The Downtown Rail to Trail project will begin in the upcoming year, as will
improvements to the Library and 14 Court Street courtyards.
Downtown Nashua's calendar of special public events has t)ecome part of the community fabric in three short
years. The ever-growing crowds, popularity and medial coverage, of the Downtown Winter Holiday Stroll, the
Taste of Downtown Nashua, the Spring Awakening Festival, the Downtown Block Party, Main Street Twist the
Night Away, the Nashua River Harvest Festival and the Race for the Gate Cycling Races, speak to the economic,
social, public image building, organizational and mari^eting value of these events.
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NASHUA CITY PLANNING BOARD (NCPB)
Jody Wilbert (Resigned December 1 996 after 1 years of service) Chair
Bette Lasky (Chair since January 1997) Vice Chair
Richard LaRose Secretary
Mayor Donald C. Davidson Ex-Officio Member
William "Torry" Hack, Alderman Ex-Officio Member
James F. Hogan, City Engineer (Retired) Ex-Officio Member
Donald Ouellette, City Engineer Ex-Officio Member
Ken Dufour Member
Frank Bolmarcich Member
Linda Womley (Resigned) Member
Vincent Capasso (Resigned) Alternate
Joseph Foster (Resigned) Alternate
Lynn Healy Alternate
Brian S. McCarthy, Alderman Ex-Officio Alternate
Overview
The Nashua City Planning Board is comprised of appointed members charged with assessing various City policies
and programs, and advises different agencies regarding public facilities and capital projects or improvements. The
Board formulates recommendations on directing the future growth of the City. Preparation and implementation of
the City Master Plan are a primary responsibility of the Planning Board. The Planning Board also has legal duty for
the review and approval of all plans for the subdivision of land into lots, and all site plans for any new or expanded
multi-family, commercial or industrial facilities. On June 6, 1996, the Planning Board adopted the Southwest
Quadrant Master Plan update.
Summary
Jody Wilbert, long tenn Planning Board member, made a personal decision to leave the Board after 10 years of
dedicated service to the City. As Chair of the Board, her skills and sense of "balance" and faimess will long be
remembered by all of us.
During Fiscal Year 1996-97, the Nashua City Planning Board, with technical assistance provided by the Planning
Staff, reviewed and approved 40 subdivisions and 46 site plans. Also, the Planning Board considered additional
resolutions and ordinances and sent recommendations regarding them to the Board of Aldennen and its applicable
Committees in Fiscal Year 1996-97.
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The NCC works in cooperation with other related City and State agencies to review fill and dredge permits,
as well as land development plans. Visual evaluations through site walks are employed by the membership
to fully evaluate potential environmental effects of the above activities. Based on these evaluations,
including public testimony, the Commission makes written recommendations to the State of New Hampshire
Wetlands Bureau, the Department of Environmental Commissioner and the City of Nashua Zoning Board of
Adjustment as required by law. The Commission's overall responsibility is to protect Nashua's natural
resources based on the 1991 City Wetlands Ordinance.
Summary
A portion of significant actions and legislation achieved this past year were:
Sponsored an individual to attend Stone Environmental Camp
Obtained several conservation easements, primarily along the Nashua River to establish additional
walking and/or biking trails
Continued our work on the wetlands mitigation process relative to the construction on the F.E. Everett
Turnpike
Participated in events promoting significant local participation from Nashua residents, such as Earth Day,
the Fall River Festival held in the downtown area, and the Trash Bash at the landfill
Provided significant guidance to those that need approval from the State Wetlands Board in initiating
projects in close proximity to prime wetlands areas
The NCC convenes on the first and third Tuesdays in each calendar month at 7:15 p.m. in City Hall, except
for the months of July and August when one meeting is held in each month.
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NASHUA HISTORIC DISTRICT COMMISSION (NHDC)
Alvin Corzilius, Chairman Registered Architect
Mayor Donald Davidson Ex-Officio Member
William Ross Representative of Historic Organization
Lynn Healy Planning Board Member




On July 9, 1980 the Nashua Historic District Commission was established by the Board of Aldermen to
enhance, recognize and strengthen Nashua's heritage. The NHDC is responsible for the review and
approval of all building permit applications located within the Nashville Historic District. On occasion, the
NHDC is also asked to comment regarding applications scheduled before various city boards in reference to
the historic significance of properties both within and outside of the Historic District.
Summary
With technical assistance from the Planning Department staff, during Fiscal Year 1996-97, the NHDC
reviewed and acted upon the following business;
Sign applications: None
Site plan concept review: 1
Building permit applications: 2
During Fiscal Year 1995-96, Nashua received approval as a Certified Local Government (CLG). This
certification is necessary in order for the City to receive special "set-aside" matching federal historic
preservation funds. Certification is also important in that worthwhile projects may be undertaken on a city
wide basis, not just within the Historic District.
Along with receiving CLG status, Nashua also received a $7,000 grant under the CLG program. These funds
were used for the preparation of a city wide area form; an inventory of significant historic buildings. This
work was completed in late 1996 and accepted by the State Division of Historical Resources in Spring 1997.
This document, and the area form prepared for the Nashville Historic District, gives Nashua an excellent data
base of historical structures for the entire city and creates a solid foundation for future research and data
collecting.
The NHDC also participated in the concept design review for the redevelopment of Railroad Square. The
Commission will continue to play an expanding role in the planning and redevelopment of this significant part
of the city.
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BOARD OF HOUSING APPEALS
Robert Tamposi, Chairman Welfare Officer
Michael Tremblay Health Officer
Richard Navaroii Fire Rescue Chief
Overview
The Board of Housing Appeals holds hearings to view complaints and notices of unfit for hunnan habitation,
as outlined in the Nashua Housing Code.
Summary
The Board held 4 hearings in Fiscal Year 1996-97 and all buildings were condemned. One condemned
property, a 4-unit building, was rendered fit for occupancy before the end of the fiscal year.
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NASHUA REGIONAL PLANNING COMMISSION (NRPC)
Donald Zizzi (June-Aprii) Executive Director
Nashua's Commissioners: Frank Bolmarcich
Thomas Grant
Roger Hawk




Geographic Information System (GIS)
The staff applied our GIS resources and technology to a broad variety of local applications in a number
of our communities including real property parcel mapping, build out analyses, floodplain and floodway
mapping, aquifer protection, development constraints mapping, long range visioning and traffic analyses.
Worked on the development of a GIS based traffic data reporting system for the City.
Planning Board Training
Conducted an evening workshop in April for all member communities. The topic of the workshop was on
sound decision making for planning issues.
From funding through the Office of State Planning, produced a video tape on community growth
management. The video is available to all local planning commissioners in the region.
Transportation Projects
Traffic modeling: Completed the development of a TfRAF-NETSIM network for an analysis of the
Northeastern Boulevard/Main Dunstable Road area for defining specific improvements for an approved
CMAQ project. TRAF-NETSIM was used to analyze the impacts of a one-way proposal for Water and
Park/Court Streets. SYNCHRO was utilized to determine signal progression for the Northeastern
Boulevard/Main Dunstable Road area. The NRPC also worked on an update of the regional MINUTP
traffic model.
• Transportation Improvement Program: Assisted the City in submitting 3 ISTEA enhancement and 2
CMAQ project applications for the 1997 round of TIP development. All applications were reviewed and
ranked by the NRPC and a public participation process was conducted in conjunction with the Fiscal
Year 1999-2008 TIP update.
TravelNet Information System: Completed the development of a computer based system of
transportation related information, such as ride-matching availability, transit schedules, airline
information, transportation project status reports, currently planned projects and other information. The




Transportation Management Association Feasibility Study: Conducted a study to determine whether a
Transportation Management Association (TMA) would be feasible within the region. TMA is a voluntary,
private, nonprofit organization composed of private and public sector representatives. The goal of TMA
is to address transportation concerns in a given study area. The NRPC met with the South Nashua
Business Association to discuss the potential for forming a TMA. Efforts to develop employer-based
programs will be undertaken during the upcoming year.
Highway Data Collection Program: With automatic counters at over 80 locations throughout the region,
NRPC maintained a traffic count system to provide the most accurate and current data to meet the
needs of both public agencies and private businesses. The data were published in an annual summary
document and distributed to local communities.
Regional Impact Review: Conducted a review of regional traffic impact for the Village at Water's Edge.
Pedestrian/Bicycle Programs: Conducted a Pedestrian Facilities Study which resulted in a
recommended prioritized improvement program for inclusion in the City's Capital Improvement Program
(CIP). The staff of the NRPC also provided ongoing assistance to the Nashua Urban Trails Alliance, and
assisted with the coordination of the Nashua Bike to Work Week. In addition to this, the NRPC prepared
and distributed promotional materials and participated in media events related to alternative
transportation modes.
Major Transportation Projects: Participated with Nashua and State officials on several major projects
including the Sagamore Bridge widening, Route 101A signal coordination and intersection
improvements, the Broad Street Parkway, Circumferential Highway, passenger rail service extension,
downtown circulation improvements and park-and-ride construction. The NRPC provided data and
technical assistance as needed and attended a number of meetings with officials and the general public.
Kinsley Street Modifications Analysis: Provided recommendations to the City regarding the re-striping of
Kinsley Street to prohibit parking over the eastern segment and provisions for developing a bicycle lane.
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ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT (ZBA)
Kevin McAfee Chairman









Appointed by the Mayor, the Zoning Board of Adjustment is comprised of city residents to hear and decide
requests for variances, special exceptions and appeals of administrative decisions from the Zoning
Ordinances. The Zoning Board also serves as the appeal body to decisions rendered by the Historic District
Commission. The Zoning Board meets in public session twice monthly except in December.
Summary
In Fiscal Year 1996-97, the Zoning Board considered 83 requests for variances, of which 23 were denied;
and 52 requests for special exceptions, with 5 denials. There were no appeals of an administrative decision.
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Maurice L. Arel, Chairman
Thomas A. Maffee, Clerk
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NASHUA POLICE DEPARTMENT
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CALLS FOR SERVICE LOGGED
January 1, 1996 - December 31, 1996
There were 61,357 calls for service logged:
4,445 Persons Arrested
9,687 Reports Made (excluding Arrest Reports)
4,918 Persons Summonsed (excluding w/arrests)
42,307 Non-investigated Incidents
Calls for service increased 7% over 1 995.
TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS
There were 4,052 traffic accidents recorded in 1996.
Reported accidents increased 12%.
13% of the accidents occurred on Amherst Street.
40% of the accidents occurred on only 5 roadways.
Daniel Webster Highway @ Spit Brook Road was the intersection with the most reported accidents (49).
ARRESTS
There were 4,445 persons arrested.
Persons arrested decreased 6%.
DWI arrests decreased 34%.
Drug arrests decreased 16%.
SUMMONSES
There were 4,668 persons summonsed.
Persons summonsed decreased 43%.
Non-Moving Violation summonses decreased 27%.
Moving Violation Summonses decreased 49%.
INCIDENT LOCATIONS
There were 1,024 calls for service logged at the
Nashua Police Department (35% increase)
394 arrests; 245 reports; 6 summonses; 379 non-investigated
17% of all calls originated in sector 7
17% of all calls originated in sector 9
43% of the calls occurred on only 20 roadways
CALLS FOR SERVICE BY SHIFT
7:00am - 2:59pm 22,073 (increased 7%)
3:00pm - 10:59pm 27,414 (increased 7%)
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NASHUA FIRE RESCUE
FIRE CHIEF RICHARD J. NAVAROLI
ASSISTANT FIRE CHIEF MICHAEL BUXTON
The most important resource is the men and women of Fire Rescue. The performance at emergencies is
exemplary but the training must be very good to have positive results. The Training Division focuses on the
many emergency situations Nashua experiences. The certified dispatchers compliment the emergency
crews along with the readiness of equipment and apparatus maintained by the Mechanical Division. The
efforts of the Fire Marshal's staff truly reduce incidents with public education and inspections. The city's
auditing company indicates that the Nashua Fire Rescue administration staff is on track with records and
other city paper responsibilities. The end of FY97 showed that NFR personnel are part of why "Nashua is
Number One".
Rescue tools were uf)graded on the aerial ladders to be more efficient. Several vendors were asked to
demonstrate their product so NFR could evaluate the units.
The six fire stations are being maintained on a several year deferred maintenance program. The work is
coordinated by the Assistant Chief. Several projects still need to be addressed in the next few years.
Lake Street replacement commenced with neighborhood meetings, land purchases, city approvals, selection
of architect and permits. NFR, just like any company building in Nashua, went through all the steps of the
building process.
Several meetings with DOT resulted in keeping apparatus from delays during the various highway projects
throughout the city.
Our neighboring Fire Rescue Mutual Aid Departments were very helpful at incidents and station coverage.
This cooperative spirit fills the void when more personnel and apparatus are needed. Our staff assisted in
Lowell's drill with NFR's Mobil Command. NFR Training Superintendent and Assistant Chief participated in
several Mutual Aid Hazmat drills and planning.
NFR co-sponsored the Regional National Fire Protection Association Meeting here in Nashua. We also co-
sponsored the Hillsborough County Forest Fire Wardens annual meeting.
A communicating seminar sponsored by the International Firefighters Association, the International Fire
Chiefs Association and the NH Municipal Association was attended by the union president and Fire Chief.
NFR supervisors participated in the Quality Leadership Series sponsored by city government. Two officers
and two privates completed the Bachelor Program in Fire/Emergency.
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TYPES OF INCIDENTS FOR FISCAL YEAR 1996
FIRE EXPLOSION
Structure Fires 148
Outside Structure Fires 21
Vehicle Fires 89
Trees, Brush, Grass Fires 72
Refuse Fire 44
Explosion, No After Fires
Outside Spill, Leak
with Ensuing Fire: 5
Fire Explosion
Not Classified Above: 5
Insufficient Information Avail.





Smoke, Odor Removal 30
Animal Rescue 3


























Assist the Occupant 106
Rescue Call,
Not Classified Above 46
Rescue Call,
Insufficient Information 17
Sub total 2 , 563
HAZARDOUS CONDITION, STANDBY
Spill, Leak with No Ignition 161
Carbon Monoxide Problem 206
Explosive, Bomb Removal 2
Excessive Heat 22
Power Line Down 60













































Fire Marshall Kenneth Renoux
Inspector Michael Vaccaro
Inspector Brian Donaldson
Inspector/Public Education Richard Strand
Secretary Pat Gerren
The Fire Marshal's Office is dedicated to the prevention of fires and the life safety of Nashua's citizens. This
is accomplished through three major areas: code enforcement, fire investigation, and public education.
Code enforcement ranges from the inspection of existing occupancies to the plan review of new construction
projects. Over 456 new projects were either reviewed or inspected this year and over 2,400 other
inspections were conducted, ranging from simple fire hazards to complex analysis of existing buildings.
Many total quality management concepts continue to be introduced, resulting in increased efficiency and a
high quality product. Of particular interest is a computerized work assignment file, which allows easy
monitoring of activity. The new computerized fire reporting system also allows hazards to be picked up on
immediately rather than waiting for reports to arrive from the six fire stations. The first full year of use has
allowed for more effective monitoring of case by case projects.
A new category ."Request for Information" , has been added, and in the past year that this area has been
tracked, almost 3,000 requests from the public and other agencies have been logged.
An aggressive program of enforcement in the inner-city continues utilizing at times, walking patrols in target
areas. This, along with continued monitoring of vacant buildings, is successful and cost effective. A
proactive approach to the vacant building problem has kept our fire losses to a minimum. In addition, many
of our printed materials are now available in Spanish.
Effective monitoring and lobbying of fire safety issues in the state legislature has given this office a strong
and credible voice in the legislature. In many cases, pieces of legislation that would have a negative effect
on this community have been defeated.
Over 111 fires were investigated by this division. A strong and cooperative relationship with the Nashua
Police Dept., resulting in many arrests, has kept the arson rate in this city below that of cities of comparable
size.
Nashua continues to be a leader in public fire education. A wide variety of programs is available for all age
groups. The elementary school "Learn Not To Burn" program is in it's fifteenth year and continues to be an
outstanding success. The program is so successful that 10% of all known "saves" in the nationwide program
have occurred in Nashua. As difficult times call for alternative funding of programs, we are grateful to the
civic and business associations, who have donated funds and materials for these programs, resulting in
effective programs at reduced costs. In addition, thousands of fire safety messages in various subjects were
distributed.
Division members attended development courses and seminars at St. Anselms College, the National Fire
Protection Association, New England Association of Fire Marshal's and the Mass. Association of Arson
Investigators. In addition, members have taught courses regionally on fire investigations, arson awareness,
public fire education and fire service management.
In closing, the Fire Marshal's Office is here to serve you in lessening your chance of being exposed to the
devastating effects of a fire. Feel free to contact us at any time with your questions or concerns.
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The following is a list of itemized activities during the past year:
NEW CONSTRUCTION
196 Building Permit Applications Reviewed

























33 Juvenile Firesetter Interventions
37 Other Investigations
PERMITS & FIRE REPORTS
20 Unvented Heater Permits
1 30 Places of Assembly
46 Storage of Hazardous Materials
8 Blasting
23 Abandon/Removal of Underground Tanks
1 Fireworks
35 Shows (Carnivals, Circuses, Sporting Events, etc.)
71 Fire Reports to Insurance Companies
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(Permits & Fire Reports continued)
58 Environmental Searches
5 Archive Retrievals
3 Other - Copies Only
1 Other - Videos/Photos to Insurance Companies
4 Other - Appeals
4 Other - Fireguard Duty
$12.843.08 - Income Received from Permits, Reports, etc.
FIRE PREVENTION SERVICES FOR THE PUBLIC
27 Walking Tours
33 School Smoke Drills
208 Talks Given
1 75 Press Releases for Fires
717 Press Releases Other
17,586 Monthly Public Service Announcements




7 Fire Extinguisher Training
82 Other -Misc.
1400 Other - Christmas Tree Flyers
ENGINE COMPANY ACTIVITIES
6 Wood stove Inspections
134 Single Family Smoke Detector Inspections
557 1+2 Family Smoke Detector Inspections
324 Multi-Family Smoke Detector Inspections
4 Smoke Detector Reinspections
300 Tours of Fire Stations by Groups
8209 # of People in Tours
171 Other - Inspections
523.75 Hours - Total Time Spent on Prevention Activities
fltfaftftftcnftMMMftMWBMMWMBaw mnMmmtMtmtmm
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DEPARTMENT ROSTER
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DIVISION OF TRAINING
Roger Hatfield - Superintendent
The department continued to spend many hours during the year upgrading the levels of personnel certification.
Cunrent certification levels with NHFA of our 162 fire suppression and support personnel are as follows:
FF Level 1
Municipal Government Report
This brings the approximate number of video tapes to 754 that are used daily to assist in furthering the education of
our members and members of other divisions in city govemment. Some of our tapes are outdated and need to be
replaced.
The Nashua Training Ground Facility located on West Hollis Street continues to be v/idely used throughout the year.
All NFR Companies, various other city divisions and mutual aid departments utilize this facility on a weekly and
monthly basis. The Confined Space Entry Training Prop was built with the assistance of Public Worths.
The scheduled training breakdown for all Nashua Fire Rescue suppression during FY96 consisted of Building
Collapse, Trench Rescue, Confined Space along with EMS Recertification. These hours do not reflect the time
spent by the Company Officers training their personnel during the year or individual study time or testing for various
levels of Certification.
The Nations Fire Service continues to go through changes and encounter new hazards and our firefighters in
Nashua are involved in this. The staff of the Training Division are responsible for the training and education to
maintain and upgrade our department members to meet these new challenges. We are prepared to carry out this
function to assure that our members are competent in protecting the citizens of Nashua and that they can handle
any incident they are called upon in a safe manner.
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NASHUA PUBLIC LIBRARY
Report of the Trustees
and Director
Nashua Public Library
July 1, 1996 -June 30, 1997
The Honorable Donald C. Davidson, President ex-officio
President of the Board of Aldermen, Claire McGrath, Trustee ex-officio
Board of Trustees
Frank B. Clancy, Chaimnan
S. Robert Winer, Secretary
Maurice L. Arel
Arthur L. Barrett, Jr.
Dr. Arthur E. Comolli
Mary S. Nelson










Clarke S. Davis, Director
Robert C. Frost, Assistant Director
Donna M. Cardoza, Administrative Secretary
Julie A. Flemer, Office Assistant
Bookmobile
Carol K. Cookson, Supervisor
Eugene V. Dunn, Library Assistant
Karen M. Egle-Gaber, Library Assistant
Business Department
Charles E. Matthews, Supervisor
Leslie Burkel-Powell, Assistant Supervisor
Candice R. Clark, Library Assistant
Chandler Memorial
Library & Ethnic Center
Margaret J. Merrigan, Coordinator
Elinor F. Antal, Library Assistant
Rosemary C. Bebris, Library Assistant
Children's Department
Kathy E. Bolton, Supervisor
Sheila E. Dudman, Assistant Supervisor
Constance L. Vandervort, Library Assistant
Susan M. Willmore, Library Assistant
Circulation Department
Sharon A. Woodman, Supervisor
Jane Hanle-Olsson, Assistant Supervisor
Glenn A. Bickford, Library Assistant
Priscilla L. Cunningham, Library Assistant
Loren H. Rosson, Library Assistant
Katherina Springer, Library Assistant
Lea L. Touchette, Library Assistant
Doris G. Webb, Library Assistant
Trudy E. Wheatley, Library Assistant
Community Services
Mary M. Mann, Coordinator
Exhibits/Media services
Bruce J. Marks, Coordinator
General Adult Services
Nancy A. Grant, Supervisor
Jeannine T. Levesque, Reference Librarian
Kathryn N. Lukasik, Reference Librarian
D. Julia Papadopoulos, Library Assistant
Maintenance




Ann R. Warren, Supervisor
Debra K. Flanagan, Assistant Supervisor
Janice M. Donahue, Library Assistant
Security
Richard M. Kiley, Security Guard
Roger V. Allen, Security Assistant
Technical Services
Scott A. Stangroom, Supervisor
Gloria E. Maduzia, Assistant Supervisor
Helen E. Bonenfant, Library Assistant
Louise A. Camp, Library Assistant
Holly A. Sullivan, Library Book Processor
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Report of the
Board of Trustees Frank a Clancy chairman
For the twenty-eighth year the Chairman is honored to present the Trustees' Report for the period
July 1, 1996, through June 30, 1997.
As Chairman, I wish to thank the members of this Board for devoting much time and expertise on
behalf of the Citizens of Nashua.
We wish to express special thanks to Maurice L. Are! and David K. Pinsonneault for serving on our
Budget Subcommittee.
At the May 6, 1997, meeting the Trustees named Mr. Pinsonneault Secretary of the Board of Library
Trustees.
On March 31, 1997, the term of Arthur L. Barrett, Jr. ended and he was duly elected to serve another
term ending March 31
,
2004. In addition, at the June 3, 1997, meeting he was duly appointed Vice Chairman
of the Board of Library Trustees.
We are particularly proud of the great contribution of Library Trust Funds in providing high quality
library service.
At the regular meeting held on October 1, 1996, the Trustees named David K. Pinsonneault
Chairman of the Burbank Advisory Committee to replace S. Robert Winer who resigned in April, 1 996. On
Friday evening February 28, 1997, an exhibit of selected artwork purchased with income from the Burbank
Fund was held at the Hunt Building.
On Tuesday evening, June 3, 1997, the Trustees dedicated the S. Robert Winer Learning Center in
the Music/Art/Media Department in appreciation of Mr. Winer's years of devoted service to the Library.
The Henry Stearns Fund continues to provide income for the purchase of CD-ROM reference
services and special resources such as the new multi-volume Dictionary of Art, a valuable resource not
available in many public libraries due to cost.
On Sunday, September 22, 1996, the Trustees dedicated the Henry Stearns Room on the main level
in memory of the Stearns family. A picture of Miss Anna Stearns who died in 1988 oversees the room. Plans
for use of the area include ideas outlined by Shirley G. Adamovich, Commissioner, N. H. Department of
Cultural Affairs in a letter dated January 20, 1992, following her visit. Special reference volumes,
comfortable chairs and tables, and a scenic river view highlight the amenities of this restful room.
At the February 11, 1997, meeting the Trustees received the final disbursement from the estate of
Virginia Carr Bloomfield. Income from the Fund named in her honor made possible the purchase of a CD-
ROM server and peripherals for the Business Department as well as funds to help pay the costs of the
cultural literacy class called The World's Chime.
We wish to express our gratitude to Trustees Roger H. Osgood, Jr. for his hard work and dedication in
bringing the potential of the Charles Zylonis Fund to fruition. Working with library staff and community
leaders he helped organize programs and purchase materials which promote an understanding and
appreciation of Lithuania and its people.
At the March 4, 1997, meeting Mr. Osgood distributed a comprehensive report on the Zylonis Fund
prepared by Stanley Stoncius on behalf of the Zylonis Subcommittee.
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At the April 8, 1997, meeting the Trustees named an upstairs room at the Chandler Memorial Library
and Ethnic Center, The Charles Zylonis Lithuanian Heritage Room. A video viewing station and audio
listening station, and additional books were approved for purchase.
At the June 3, 1 997, meeting the Trustees approved the purchase of a computer for the Lithuanian
Room including providing for Internet access.
We especially thank Mr. Osgood and other Trustees for researching and drafting the excellent article
on the Charles Zylonis Fund published in the December, 1996, issue of The New Hampshire Bar Journal.
Once again the Chandler Fund provided for maintenance of the Chandler Memorial Library and
Ethnic Center supplemented by income from the Locke, Hickey, and Hunt Funds.
In August, 1996, Helen L. Moore, a daughter-in-law of a cousin of Miss Mabel Chandler visited the
branch library and donated a photograph of the building taken in the 1890's.
We wish to thank our Trust Fund advisors from the Bank of New Hampshire Trust Department for
their work. Robert B. Esau, Executive V. P.; Robert E. Hussey, V.P. and Trust Officer; and E. Thomas
O'Hara, Jr. ,V.P. and Chief Investment Officer presented the Trustees with performance reports and
economic data at the regular meeting on November 6, 1996, and again on June 3, 1997, with John M.
Hebert, V.P. Investment Officer replacing Mr. O'Hara. Their recommendations were duly approved by the
Trustees.
The history of the Hunt Fund was discussed at the April 8, and May 6, 1 997, meetings and Mr.
Pinsonneault was asked to research the background and development of the fund and report to the Trustees.
Once again we wish to thank the Library staff for their hard work and dedication in providing quality
library service.
At the November 6, 1996, meeting Eugene V. Dunn was promoted to the position of Supervisor of
Bookmobile Services, succeeding Carol Cookson who retired after many years of exemplary service.
Karen Egle-Gaber was promoted to Assistant Supervisor of Bookmobile Services.
In addition, Rownak P. Hussain was appointed Supervisor of Business Services, bringing extensive
corporate reference experience to the Library.
In an effort to better reflect the expanding role of computers and media in the interior design of the
Library, the position of Exhibits Coordinator was changed to Media Services Coordinator, enabling Bruce J.
Marks to create and coordinate technology into the aesthetics of our facility.
At the January 7, 1997, meeting Margaret Gleeson was appointed Supervisor of Technical Services,
filling a critical vacancy.
Also, Nicholas Efstathiou was hired as full-time Library Assistant 1 in the Bookmobile
Department.
During the year contract negotiations continued. At the March 4, 1997, meeting the Trustees
resolved to ratify the collective bargaining agreement by and between the Board of Library Trustees and the
Nashua Public Library Employees, Local 4831, AFT, FPE, AFL-CIO. Final signing took place on June 26,
1997.
At the December 3, 1996, and May 6, 1997, meetings the Trustees stressed the need for automation
of the Library. Mr. Davis distributed copies of the Nashua Public Library Strategic Plan overview at the
February 11, 1997, meeting, including supplemental documents downloaded from the Internet. In the
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overview, the history of the role of technology in delivering infornnation is detailed, including the introduction
of Dialog on-line reference service in the early 1980's, followed by the introduction of Internet access for the
staff in the 1990's. At the Special Meeting held on June 30, 1997, the Trustees approved the Internet Access
Policy and Guidelines and a general Code of Conduct.
The transfornnation to a visual culture in recent decades has clearly influenced the direction of library
services. The implementation of formats such as CD-ROM, the Internet, and the explosion in software for
PC's has the potential but not the destiny to determine the change in the transmission of ideas from books to
computers. The sudden rise of the Internet offers hope and promise as well as a stark realism that can
threaten the ability to differentiate between beauty and ugliness, fact and fiction in the human experience.
Public libraries with their bricks and mortar remain symbols of a broader belief that individuals may
have access to knowledge and opportunity to improve their lives. In Camegie Libraries Across America the
saga of one man's dream is depicted, beginning in 1893 when the first Carnegie Library opened, followed by
1 ,687 more during the three decades to follow.
Though formats and building design may change, the ideals of the mission of the public library
remain. During the years I have been privileged to serve as a Library Trustee many changes have occurred,
but our goal to serve the Citizens of Nashua endures.
In reflecting upon long years of work one may pause and wonder at the seeming chaos and
uncertainty of our technological age but remain aware that amidst this existence lies a spiritual bond and
thirst for harmony and joy.
"Sometimes one who has toiled with wisdom and knowledge and
skill must leave all to be enjoyed by another who did not toil for it . . .
I must leave it to those who come after me - and who knows
whether they will be wise or foolish? Yet they will be masters of all
for which I toiled and used my wisdom under the sun. This also is vanity."
Ecclesiastes 2:18-21
Each of us is a student here to participate intellectually and emotionally in a search for purpose and
meaning and no finer place to start may be found than the public library.
We wish to thank Mayor Davidson, the Board of Aldenmen, and the Citizens of Nashua for their
participation and support of our Nashua Public Library.
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Library Expansion Continues...
East Wing, Stearns Room, Cafe Y-A, Library Store
As the library celebrates its quarter century mark at 2 Court Street, growing demands on this facility have
brought about the need for renovation and expansion ... a new East Wing area similar to the recently
completed Music/Art/Media (West Wing) has been submitted to the Capital Improvements Committee. This
area, now housing biographies, government documents and periodicals, will be the future home of the
library's fiction collection, meeting facilities, and the Boomerang Lounge, a cafe where library patrons may
relax and refresh themselves with a cup of coffee. In addition, energy and lighting improvements will be
made on the first floor and new carpet will be installed.
Shifting the library's fiction collection downstairs to this new area will allow a much needed expansion of
nonfiction, reference and business materials on the first floor of the library. The use of computerized
information access will also be expanded in every library department. After 25 years of heavy use, furniture
will be reupholstered including 80 reader seats on the main floor.
Music/Art/Media Area Relocated to House
Stearns Room, Cafe Y-A, Library Store and Welcome Center
The Stearns Room opened Sunday, September 22, 1 996, with facilities for quiet study and small group
meetings. This room which features a dramatic view of the reborn Nashua River, will house a choice
collection of New England books. Native American history and culture, rare books, and law books.
Concurrent with the Library's 25th Anniversary Celebration, the Cafe Y-A debuted on September 22, 1996,
bringing books, magazines, computers, and a place exclusively reserved for Nashua's young adults. Cafe Y-
A will be a downtown gathering place for their interests and enthusiasms.
The NPL Store and Welcome Center will provide convenience items, books, reading lights, prints, pencils,
paper, postage, clothing specialties, and other items for library users. Library phone
communications, reception and directional inquiries will also emanate from this location.
The Nashua Public Library... More Than "Just a Library"
Although books will always be our primary product, the Nashua Public Library has always enthusiastically
pursued information in other formats. An enlivening series of free public programs provided much direct
information not yet available in print, such as The World's Chime, an ambitious 13-week explanation of
western music presented by Prof. David Ripley of the University of New Hampshire and the New Hampshire
Humanities Council.
Major feature films, enhanced by a new wide screen and nine-speaker surround sound, were enjoyed Friday
nights from October to May at the NPL Theater's Cinema Cabaret series. Audiences reached much greater
size when Plaza Pics presented family film classics such as Pocahontas and Muppet Treasure Island at
Greeley Park on Friday nights under balmy summer skies.
Our Ethnic Center at the Chandler Memorial Library celebrated its 14th anniversary in September. The
Ethnic Center offers books, magazines, records, films and cooking programs throughout the year, giving
Nashuans the opportunity to expand their horizons. Programs featured Chinese Calligraphy, Discover Africa,
Ukrainian Egg Decorating and Scottish Country Dancing.
Our Children's Department continued to make the Library engaging for the next generation of readers and
library users by offering a huge weekly selection of library programs, Saturday films and live
puppet/storytelling sessions.
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Much information and entertainment for adults was provided as well by Bachs Lunch concerts which packed
our Music/Art/Media Dept. on hot summer days, while the seminars Cash Planning: The Hows & Whys of
Investing Your Money; and Saving Strategies: Financing Higher Education helped citizens cope with the
serious side of life. All of these events and many more kept the Nashua Public Library Calendar full during
1996-97. . . a lot more than just books!
We are indebted to the New Hampshire Humanities Council for their funding assistance on the following
programs presented at the Library:
1) A Cinematic Feast: Food in Contemporary Film
2) Honest Vision: A Portrait of Todd Web
3) New England Women in Waiting: Heroines on the Home Frontier
The Library in the Community
The Nashua Public Library serves a purpose beyond the traditional one of circulating books and other
materials. The library is very much involved in the community and has served to introduce the community to
itself and to act as a forum for a great variety of community programs. Over 1 ,800 meetings were held free
and open to the public in the library's various meeting rooms during the 75.5 hours per week that the Library
is open.
We realize that you will continue to support your library only to the extent that it is responsive to your needs.
Identifying and satisfying these demands will continue to be our primary goal. As always, the factor
contributing most significantly to our success is people - a competent and dedicated staff, a concerned Board
of Trustees, an alert City government and a community supportive to the services provided by its public
library.
As its Director, I hope to continue the excellence established by the Nashua Public Library.
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Cheerleaders and Football Team Members
From the Class of 1947
Congratulations - 50th Reunion
standing - from left to right
Florence Roberge, Ed Dobrowolski, Eart McKeown,
Gloria Gullage and Dorothy Desmarais
Kneeling - from left to right
Anne Haug, Chesterine Kamienicki, Anne Siergiewicz,
Lucille Beaulieu and Gert Vaillancourt
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NASHUA SCHOOL DISTRICT
Superintendent Joseph Giuliano
Assistant Superintendents John Cepaitis
Elaine Holt
Business Administrator Mark Conrad
The 1996-97 school year was both challenging and interesting. Several major initiatives were unertaken to
improve our schools, while our students and staff continued to bring honor to themselves and the District by
attaining many outstanding achievements. Last spring, the School District was honored to be selected by the
Japanese ministry as a visitation site for a group of Japanese educators visiting the United States to observe
and learn from our educators.
The primary focus of any school district is to enhance student achievement. In the 21st century, students will
need to have a higher level of skills than at any other time in our history. The Nashua School District has
already begun to address this need by setting higher expectations; making changes in school curricula;
expanding technology in the classroom; making plans to maximize use of our school facilities; and planning
for a renovated and restructured Senior High School and vocational education center.
We in the School District feel that to be truly successful in our efforts, we must raise student, parent, staff,
and community expectations. We also need community support to be successful and have been working
hard to expand parent and community connections to our schools.
We invite your support as we continue to strive for excellence by achieving the most that we can for our
students.
CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS
Renovations and additions to Dr. Crisp Elementary School, Bicentennial Elementary School, and
Fairgrounds Junior High School were substantially completed by the beginning of the 1997-98 school year.
With the completion of those project, planning for the renovation of Amherst Street School is now moving
into full swing. The architectural firm of H.L. Turner has been hired to lead the renovation effort. Consistent
with recent school construction projects, the renovations planned for Amherst Street will be comprehensive,
including a new classroom wing to eliminate portable classrooms now on site, expansion of core facilities, the
construction of a new gymnasium, and installation of new heating and ventilation systems. With the location
of the school at a busy and visible intersection, extensive site work is planned to improve both student safety
and the overall appearance of this gateway to downtown Nashua.
In the spring of 1997 the Board of Aldermen approved the initial bonding of $200,000 for this project to begin
the process of architectural design. An additional funding request will be made later this year as the design
effort moves forward. Actual construction could begin by the summer of 1998.
DISTRICT TECHNOLOGY INITIATIVE ONGOING
Following two years of intensive work, the Nashua School District now has in place a fully functioning wide-
area network connecting all 16 schools and the School Administration Office.
The new network includes an associated local-area network in each school, as well as new computers in
school libraries, offices, sixth grade classrooms, and Nashua Senior High School computer labs. Internet
access is available on all computers connected to the network, and the School District is implementing a
Responsible Use policy guiding appropriate student behavior on the Internet and the District's network.
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The complexity of maintaining a network environment and the integration of technology into the curriculum
are creating a demand for more highly trained staff to support these efforts. The School District is now in the
process of hiring a team of three new systems administrators who can provide staff training as well as
hardware and software support.
Other significant technology initiatives are also underway. The District is now installing an electronic card
catalogue linking the library resources of all 16 schools and providing students and teachers with the
capability of doing on-line research over the Internet. Computers and projection panels have been
purchased for Senior High School social studies classrooms to integrate technology into new curriculum
initiatives in this area. New computer labs are being installed in the Dr. Crisp and Bicentennial Elementary
Schools as part of recent renovations to those facilities, and the availability of federal Title I funding has
enabled the District to place a computer into every classroom at Ledge Street Elementary School.
Other needs for the District's investment in technology remain. The School District must update its student
management information system software, and new computer labs are needed in each of the City's three
junior high schools. Identifying funds to support continued access to technology by students, teachers, and
administrators becomes the real challenge of technology for the Nashua School District in the coming years.
CURRICULUM AND ASSESSMENT
The Nashua curriculum development initiative, which is based on a careful analysis of what will be required
of citizens in the 21st century, moved fonward during the 1996-97 school year. Throughout the year,
Curriculum Area Research and Development teams worked to design curricula to met the high standards
expected of Nashua High School graduates. These standards were derived from several important sources:
national reports about how our student compare with students in other nations; standards set by national
associations of educators such as the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics; the State of New
Hampshire through the New Hampshire Educational Assessment and Improvement program; the Nashua
2000 Curriculum Committee; and the Secretary of Labor's SCANS study which defines the skills which will
be needed in the he workplace of the future.
Traditional skills-reading, writing, computing, appreciating history, and meeting responsibilities as citizens-
will not be sufficient in oljr future society. The new standards focus on preparing students to demonstrate the
ability to access information, set priorities, manage time, demonstrate teamwork, communicate effectively
through a variety of methods, be resourceful, think creatively, be responsible, demonstrate productivity using
a variety of technology, and practice a healthy lifestyle.
To achieve a curriculum which reflects these high standards, teams of teachers, administrators, and
community members have been rewriting the curriculum content in language arts, social studies, media and
technology, guidance, fine arts, mathematics, science, health, and physical education. They are basing their
work on the latest research and have been reviewing the new materials and designing materials to achieve
these outcomes.
Meanwhile, a wide area computer network has been established which now provides access to the Internet
from all of the District's schools. Over 350 of the district's teachers have participated in training on how to
use this new technology; and many teachers spent part of their summer vacation attending District
workshops to introduce new and powerful teaching methods.
In addition, the District's Assessment Council has worked to define how we will know if our students have
achieved the higher standards. Subcommittees have discussed what skills a student should demonstrate at
graduation-and to what degree of quality-in order to earn a high school diploma. A Learning Styles
Inventory was introduced at Grade 4 to help families, students, and teachers to understand the different
preferences that students bring to their learning. Two new assessment tools recommended by the group, the
Plan Test at Grade 8 and the Explore Test at Grade 10, will provide indicators of each student's achievement
and areas of interest and talent, in order to help students to make decisions about their courses and develop
a post-secondary plan.
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A group of high school teachers spent much of their time during the summer vacation finalizing the
curriculum for the SNTAS program (School Next to a School), which opened its doors in September 1997 to
125 students. Their curriculum is focused on learning through integrated experiences around essential
questions and challenging problems in a smaller community within the High School.
Another group of High School teachers, administrators, students, parents, and a Board of Education member
met to address the question of how to make the high school a more supportive environment for students and
teachers in a large institution. They are investigating methods to restructure the High School to achieve
these ends.
A third group, the Professional Development Council, studied the professional development opportunities
offered by the District. Their goal was twofold: to ensure that these programs provide teachers with
knowledge of the latest research in effective instruction and to ensure that the District's hiring and evaluation
methods foster a professional faculty that is also meeting the high standards required for the curriculum of
the future.
All of this reflection, research, and design of educational programs has led us to understand that learning
must go on outside of school as well as inside to meet these high standards. Students must spend more
time each day in improving their learning.
We have turned to parents and the business and civic community to be sure that everyone holds high
expectations for how students use their time. Families have been asked to expect their children to read
every day and practice the skills that they have learned in school through their homework. We are
depending on families to establish a learning environment at home and to have the expectation that students
will use a large part of their out-of-school time for learning. Communicating the need for this extended
learning has led to a significant increase in the number of students attending our summer school programs.
Our Adopt-a-School programs, which invest businesses in supporting schools, have continued to grow; and
our excellent school volunteer program continues to be an essential resource in helping our students to
achieve. We appreciate these community resources, but if we are to accomplish our ambitious goals, we will
need even more support.
We have maximized our economies and responded creatively to how we deliver instruction, but the
continued draw of our recent Number One City status adds students and needs to our programs daily. We
invite everyone in our exciting City to become involved in creating the schools for the future.
SPECIAL EDUCATION
The Nashua School District's Special Education Department underwent a year-long State Department of
Education monitoring and review process during the 1996-97 school year. Nashua was one of four public
school districts voluntarily participating; other New Hampshire districts included Salem, Kingston, and
Moultonboro. The "new" process merged compliance requirements with improvement priorities to create a
stronger emphasis on learners and program quality.
The goal of the Department of Education was to foster collaboration between the State and the local
education agencies. The onsite review process included new self-monitoring activities-while retaining very
clear compliance parameters~as well as an external team visitation/examination. This major shift in the
monitoring format resulted in local as well as State oversight; genuine self-knowledge at the building level;
and the identification of appropriate program revision/renewal needs based on the significant data obtained.
The development of a five-year plan for improvement completed the process.
Nashua was lauded for its sustained commitment, expertise, and willingness to jointly analyze the quality of
programs for students with disabilities in conjunction with the NH Department of Education.
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REACH INITIATIVE (GIFTED AND TALENTED)
The restructuring of the gifted and talented program in the Nashua School District began in the 1995-96
school year. This initiative was approved by the Board of Education on July 15, 1996, under the name
REACH: Recognizing Extraordinary Abilities in Children. REACH is offered in all Nashua schools.
The goal of the REACH initiative is to create an environment in which deliberate efforts are made to
recognize, identify, and nurture students with extraordinary abilities. As our District strives for excellence and
seeks to raise the ceiling for all learners, the REACH initiative has adopted Howard Gardner's state-of-the-art
research in multiple intelligences as part of the procedure for recognizing students with extraordinary
abilities.
TITLE I
Title I is a federally funded program designed to provide supplemental services to meet the special academic
needs of educationally disadvantaged students at the preschool, elementary, and secondary levels, as well
as at facilities for neglected and delinquent students. To be eligible for the program, a school's free/reduced
lunch count must exceed the district's average count
In the 1996-97 school year, the program was administered at Amherst Street, Dr. Crisp, Fairgrounds, Ledge
Street, and Mount Pleasant Elementary Schools, and at Pennichuck Junior High School, the following
services were provided.
• A daily developmentally appropriate preschool experience was offered at the Title I One Concord Street
location, to 45 four-year-olds from Title I attendance areas.
• All Title I elementary sites successfully delivered Early Intervention Reading Programs (Reading
Recovery and Earty Success) in Grades 1 and 2 and compensatory reading services in Grades 3 and 4,
primarily using an inclusionary model.
• At Pennichuck Junior High, content area support staff were available in Social Studies, English, and
Mathematics in Grade 7; and Grade 8 and 9 students participated in Study Skills and Mathematics
programs.
• Home/School Coordinators provided services to each Title I site, fostering a true parent partnership with
the school.
STUDENT BEHAVIOR STANDARDS
The Nashua School District introduced a revised student discipline policy~in a document entitled Student
Behavior Standards-dunng the 1996-97 school year, the new rules were developed by a District Committee
representing a broad cross section of the community and chaired by Assistant Superintendent John Cepaitis.
In developing the new policy, the Committee established responsibilities for students, teachers, principals,
superintendents, and the Board of Education. Student violations were divided into three classifications:
Class III (minor), Class II (intermediate), and Class I (major). Care was taken to ensure that the resulting
Student Behavior Standards would promote a safe, educational environment for all students in the District
through consistently implemented and enforced standards in all 16 schools.
The new Student Behavior Standards were implemented throughout the District on January 27, 1997. The
Standards were slightly modified and reprinted in July 1997.
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SAFE AND DRUG FREE SCHOOLS GRANT
The Nashua School District received $148,608 through the Safe and Drug-Free Schools grant in the 1996-97
school year.
• Sixty nine percent (69%) of that amount was used to provide early intervention services to students
through the Student Assistance Program (SAP). At the High School 1 ,679 individual contacts were
made and 554 students were counseled in group sessions to address a variety of social issues and to
promote conflict resolution. At the five elementary schools serviced by the program, a monthly average
of 1 17 individual students and 502 students in group sessions were counseled for issues involving social
skills, self-esteem, and family issues.
• Seven percent (7%) was allocated for character education and mediation programs. Conflict resolution
and per mediation training were provided through the Nashua Mediation Program of the Community
Services Division.
• Twenty-four percent (24%) was used for professional development, direct instruction, instructional
materials, and a portion of salary for one support staff member.
ATHLETICS
Nashua Senior High School completed its 1996-97 sports season with a record of 250 wins, 123 losses, and
3 ties.
The fall season saw four teams qualify for the new Hampshire Interscholastic Athletic Association playoffs.
The football and volleyball teams lost in the State Championship finals to Londonderry and Salem
respectively. The girls' soccer team posted 11-5-1 season and lost in the semi-finals of the State
Tournament, while the boys completed a 10-5-1 season, only to lose in the quarterfinals of the Toumament.
In winter, the Girts' Indoor Track Team posted a record of 30 wins and 1 loss and won the State
Championship at the University of New Hampshire for the third consecutive year. The Boys' Swimming and
Diving Team posted a record of 8-0 and won the Merrimack Valley Conference Championship.
In spring, the boy's baseball team posted another successful season, winning 16 games and losing 5 and lost
in the quarterfinals of the N.H.I.A.A. Tournament.
Pauline Albert, Girts' Track Coach, received the Section I Service Award from the National Federation of
Interscholastic Coaches Association and the Bouyea Fassets Award for her outstanding contribution to
women's athletics at the recent NH Interscholastic Athletic Association annual meeting.
FOOD SERVICE
The Nashua School District participates in the National School Lunch, School Breakfast, and Special Milk
(kindergarten) Programs. All schools support the USDA's School Meals Initiative for Healthy Children. This
historic policy change promotes a healthy school meals program through the following principles: following
the nutrition goals emphasized in the Dietary Guidelines and Recommended dietary Allowances; serving
children great tasting food; setting the stage for enjoyable dining; providing nutrition education; and
promoting a healthful lifestyle for all students. As a result of this initiative, we continue to expand the number
of Team Nutrition schools at the elementary level.
Marketing efforts by the Food Service Department to promote student participation at Nashua Senior High
School and Elm Street Junior High School resulted in facelifts in both locations. Colorful menu boards,
vending machines featuring nutritious snack items, color schemes featuring school colors and mascots, and
specialty food lines made a positive impact on student acceptability and attitudes surrounding school meals.
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Throughout the year, food service staff were involved in a variety of classroom/cafeteria activities that
promoted nutrition education and provided student recognition. A monthly event at Sunset Heights was a
special luncheon to recognize "Writer of the Month" achievement. Under the direction of the art teacher,
Bicentennial students entered the National Salad Head Competition and received a Certificate of
Achievement for their entry.
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT
During the 1996-97 school year, the School District purchased a student transportation software program to
make school transportation scheduling more efficient. The system is based on a geographically coded
database of the City of Nashua and school attendance boundaries. The software will simplify bus routing and
mapping driver routes; it will also maximize efficiency in terms of bus capacities.
Once student data is entered, the program will tract students through high School based on home address.
Each year, the system will automatically elevate students to the next grade level and assign them to buses.
In addition, the software will provide a variety of student reports to efficiently manage the tracking of
students. The system will be implemented during the 1997-98 school year.
PARTNERS IN EDUCATION
The Partners-in-Education Program is the flagship of community support in the Nashua schools and consists
of School Volunteers, Adopt-a-School, and Partners-at-Large. Each of Nashua's 16 schools has an active
school volunteer program and is involved in business partnership linkages.
During the 1996-97 school year, the School Volunteer and Business Partnership programs involved more
than 7,100 volunteers who gave in excess of 208,670 hours of time to the personal and academic growth of
our students. Translated into dollars using a figure ($13.24) provided by the Independent Sector of Non-
profit and volunteer organizations in Washington, DC, these hours represented $2,762,790.
All 16 Nashua schools were honored with the Blue Ribbon Achievement Award for the ninth consecutive
year, sponsored by the NH Department of Education and the NH Partners-in-Education, this award
distinguishes schools that have exceeded goals established to recognize exceptional school volunteer
efforts.
In November 1996, 12 Nashua school/business partnership programs were honored with Gold Circle
Partnership Achievement Award. This coveted award, sponsored by the NH State Department of Education
and NH Partners in Education, recognizes collaborative efforts between schools and communities to create
exemplary education partnerships.
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Discover Card
in cooperation with
The New Hampshire School Administrators Association
recognized
DONALD DESI-AURIERS
a Junior at Nashua Senior High School
as the 1997 Discover Card Scholarship
SilverAward Winner
in the Category of Trade and Technical
Above is Donald Deslauriers with Governor Jeanne Shaheen
May 22, 1997
Don is the son of Lt. Donald Deslauriers of Nashua Fire Rescue
and Nancy Deslauriers of Financial Services, City Hall
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Donald C. Davidson, Mayor (Ex-officio)
George B. Law, President
Allan M. Barker
Douglas M. Barker
Rev. James S. Challenger
Norman E. Hall
Paul Martel, Treasurer & Chief Finance Officer





This year there was a total of 147 grave spaces sold. These were broken down as; 1 - 20 grave lot, 1 - 6
grave lot, 11 -4 grave lots, 32 - 3 grave lots and 13 single graves. There were 107 interments this year as
follows: 80 adult burials, 24 cremations and 3 infants.
The oak doors on the Anderson Chapel have been replaced as the original doors had deteriorated beyond
repair.
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HUNT BUILDING BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Donald C. Davidson, Mayor (Ex-Officio) Frank H. Mellen
Nancy Blish Susan Raban
Betty Gimber Sarah Roche
Meri Goyette Linda Willett
Donald Marquis
The Hunt Memorial Building is now under the direction of a 9 member board of trustees appointed
by the Mayor and confirmed by the Aldermen. Legislation to this effect was introduced during the
1996-1997 fiscal year. The first formal meeting of the trustees took place in March 1997.
Trustees meet on the third Tuesday of each month at 6:30 P.M. at the Hunt Building.
The goal of the trustees is to restore the building and have it become both a focal point for the
continued revitalization of the downtown as well as a center for individual and community
functions.
Much had been accomplished prior to the formation of the new board:
1995 -With a generous grant from the MacLean Foundation, the parent organization of the
Telegraph, the main reading room was renovated.
The downtown revitalization group held its meetings at the Hunt and the First Annual Holiday Stroll
in November focused on the Hunt with a tree lighting, a concert and a visit with Santa.
1996 - The first annual flower show was held at the Hunt with the theme "VICTORIAN GARDENS"
With a generous contribution from Dr. and Mrs. Charles Goyette, the D.A.R. Room was
completely renovated and furnishings bought. It is now know as "ROBIE'S ROOM" in memory of
their son.
The Victorian Room, a small, former office off the lobby, was furnished with antiques,
paintings and rugs all donated or on loan. Mr. Si Mahfuz, of the Persian Rug Gallery, donated a
rug for the main entry way.
In November, a number of activities took place which included meetings by several
community groups; Sunday afternoon concerts and the now Annual Holiday Stroll which featured
"CASTLE". Hundreds of Nashuans took the opportunity to visit with Santa and Mrs. Clause.
1997-January: Railroad Square Conference and Bank of New Hampshire Reception.
Renovations to the office area begun.
A generous donation from the Gregg Family will allow for painting the exterior
woodwork.
February: Trustees formally named.
Nashua Soup Kitchen Benefit
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March; Children's Tea during "THE WEEK OF THE YOUNG CHILD"
Burbank Art Collection and Reception
Trustees of the French Hill Improvement Association meet on the 10th and
the 19th.
April: Wedding Reception
Chimes Installed in the clock tower; a gift from Dr. and Mrs. Charles Goyette
Exhibit: Selected works from the Burbank Collection; Nashua Public Library.
May: Flower Show and Reception
Taste of Downtown Nashua
Sunday afternoon concerts
June: Sunday afternoon concerts series continues;
A grant for $3,000, a part of the Block Grant Funding, was awarded by the
city to design a handicapped ramp.
The trustees were informed that Mr. & Mrs. Davis Thurber would donate the
funds necessary to construct the much needed catering kitchen.
All of this would not have been possible without the generous support of numerous Individuals
who have volunteered their time to the success of the Hunt. Special thanks are extended to
Mayor Davidson and the Board of Aldermen for their support without which the continued
restoration and maintenance of the building would not be possible.
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